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Editor’s Note

A regrettable mi^Hlnt on this page in the last issuellimed a doUar sign into the 
numeral 1. We had at that point received 58 gifts totalling $3,534 — not 13 534 
Despite that false Ulusion of affluence, gifte have continued to come in. The’sist 
gift, bringing the total to $4,202, has now arrived. Orders received as a result of the 
appeal have brought total receipts to $5,012. In all, 124 rcsdere and authors have 
reqxmded. Our thanks to each one. We continue to invite gifts, and would e^)ecially 
aH)reciate suggestions of possible corporate, foundation or individual donors who 
mighr be willing to match the generosity already demonstrated.

One response to the appeal came from a lap^ subscriber who lamented the
low ratio of articles to book reviews in recent issues, a concern that we share This
first issue on his new order wUl do nothing to meet that criticism, but we think 
future issues will. And while not all books reviewed in this issue are new (another 
criticism), readers will find some stimulating theoretical dkni««inn and useful 
summaries of not readUy avaUable information in many of the reviews as well as 
in Michael Beaubein’s article and Dan Connell’s Correigiondent’s Report

F^lly, our promises for a qieeded-up production schedule have once again 
been frustrated, but the basis for the optimism remains. Special thanks go to Jim 
Ainsworth for his able work in compUing the end sections and index. We offer no 
promises this time, except to do oUr best to narrow the gap between issues.

Edward A. Hawley

Coming Events
The 26th Annual Meeting of the African Studies Association (ASA) will be 

held in Boston, Massachusetts at the Park Plaza from December 7 to 10,1983, 
The theme of the meeting will be “The Food Crisis in Africa.” Papers and 
panels from every discipline relating to the theme as well as other aspects of 
African Studies will be presented. The Program Director is Edouard Bustin, 
African Studies Center, Boston University, 125 Bay Road, Boston] 
Massachusetts 02115.

The 6th annual National Third World Studies Conference wUl be held October 
27-29 at the Peter Kiewit Conference Center, The University of Nebraska at 
Omaha. The keynote speaker, Theodore L. Eliot, Jr., Dean of the Fletdier School of 
Int^tional Law and Diplomacy, wUl speak on “The U5., the U55.R. and the 
Third Worid.” Prompt proposals for conpletepands can still be considered, as can 
e)q;iressions of inter^ from persons willing to serve as discussants. A principal 
theme will be “Western Media and the Third World — Is the Coverage Adequate?” 
For further information write Peter D. Suzuki, PhX>., codirector. Third Worid 
Studies Conference, The University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska 
68182. (Tel. 402-554-2376)

Metropolitan State College will offer the Fifth African Heritage Institute study 
tour to Africa during January 1984. The three-week study tour will include visits 
to Senegal, Gambia and Morocco. Estimated cost is $1700 and will cover airfare 
from Denver, hotel, two meals a day, and several excursions. Participants may 
earn 4 semester hours of credit. Enrollment is limited and deadline is November 
15. For further information contact Dr. Akbarali Thobhani, Afro-American 
Studies, Metropolitan State College, 1006 llth St., Denver, CO 80204. (303) 629-2543.

The artwork found in this issue* is taken from postcards designed by 
Cliarlotte Lewis for the Portland Area American Friends Service Committee 
participation in African Liberation Day, May 25th of last year. There are 
four designs available: “Uberation yberation Liberation”; “You Have 
Struck a Rock”; “Amandla Ngawethu! Power Ours” with fist and 
.“Amandla Ngawethu! Power is Ours” with child, the cards are priced at 
154 each. Please specify design as well as quantities in placing orders. For 
orders in small quantities please send a self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
Orders cap be made through the American Friends Service Committee, 
Pacific Northwest Region, Portland Area Program Office, Portland, Oregon 
97214-1678.
•Reduced from ectuel 7"«4" elm. See front cover, p. 1, p. 44, p. u.
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Anmntncements

The Cultural Boycott of Situth AfricaThe supplement to the 1982-83 DIRECTORY OF FULBRIGHT SCHOLARS 
doing lecturing and research in the United States includes five African 
scholars. Unfortunately, by the time this reaches our readers, only Adolphus A 
Turkson, tnm Ghana, will stiU be in the U.S., at the Music Department, Portland 
State University, Oregon, until August, 1983.

The Institute of Commonwealth Studies is inviting contributions to a collec
tion of papers to be edited under the tiUe “Assistance to Refugees; Alternative 
Viewpoints.” The focus will be on refugees in Africa, but papers b^ed on rele
vant experience elsewhere will also be welcomed. There are plans to organize a 
workshop early in 1984 to which contributors will be invited. Interested . 
tributors must submit a short summary of their work (about 250 wl^) before 
July 1, 1983. Draft papers should be received by October 1, 1983’ when ar
rangements for the workshop will be made. Paper summaries should be sent to 
Refugee Assistance; Alternative Viewpoints, Institute of Commonwealth 
Studies, Queen Elizabeth House, 21 St. Giles, Oxford OXI 3LA England.

Michael C. Beaubien

Millie Jackson and Frank Sinatra probably did more to resurrect the in
ternational cultural boycott of South Africa than any of its advocates. Their 
widely publicized visits to South Africa helped revitalize the international 
movement to enforce the cultural boycott and promp^^^clslon by the 
United Nations Special Committee Against Apai^Heid to compile a list of all 
performers who travel to South Africa.

During a 1980 visit to South Africa, Millie Jackson met with represen
tatives of MDALl, a cultural organization dedicated to improvement in the 
status of Black South African artists. When MDALl representatives asked 
her to cancel her performances in support of the United Nations sanctioned 
cultural boycott, Jackson is reported to have told them, “1 am noPa politi
cian and 1 am not going to mix my career with politics. All I warit is the 
money.”' Jackson has subsequently argued that her statements were inten
tionally distorted.

Nevertheless, Millie Jackson's alleged insensitivity angered both 
MDALl and the Azanian People’s Organization (AZAPO), a black South 
African political group. They issued a joint call for a domestic boycott of all 
foreign artists and the compilation of a boycott list for international circula
tion of all entertainers who visit South Africa. Thus, the growth of a boycott 
movement within South Africa and the cooperative effort between AZAPO 
and the United Nations Special Committee Against Apartheid caa both be 
described as “Millie’s” contributions.

Frank Sinatra’s 1981 summer engagement at the Sun City Hotel Casino 
and Country Club in Bophuthatswana was Pretoria’s most ambitious ef
fort to undermine the cultural boycott. Sinatra was reported to have receiv
ed $1.79 million for a,series of nine concerts. Such lucrative contracts have 
started a stampede of American artists eager to p^orm at this Las Vegas- 
type resort.

The most significant aspect of Pretoria’s victory, however, was how 
Sinatra’s performances were used to bestow legitimacy upon South Africa’s

con-

The International Division of the American Friends Service Committee in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania is advertising a position for Assistant Coordinator of 
the Africa Programs. Hiis office implements field programs in Ethiopia, Somalia, 
Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Zimbabwe and Southern Africa, supporting local and ex
patriate staff in programs which include technical and material assistance in rural 
and urban community development; popular education, leadership training, and 
support for local community organization; intra and inter national linking of in
dividuals and organizations for exchange of ideas and experiences. Under the 
supervision of the Coordinator of Africa Programs, the Assistant Coordinator will; 
a ) support the administration of African Programs and carry particular respon
sibility for the Southern Africa International Affairs Program (SAIAR), the 
Technical and Material Assistance Program for Southern Africa (TAMAPSA), the 
Women and Development Program in Guinea-Bissau; b) coordinate the budgeting 
and financial requirements for all Africa Programs; c) provide liaison with 
Southern Africa Program staff in the Peace cation Division; d) relate to the 
Africa Panel in matters of policy setting, budgets and program evaluation for 
supervised programs. The salary range is »16,00(H18,500, depending on skills and 
experience, plus benefits. To submit a resume or request inwe information, con
tact: Karen Oomley, Personnel Dept., 1501 Cherry Street, Philadelphia PA 19102 ’ 
(215) 241-7000.

The South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee (SAN-ROC) has learned 
that a South African Football player frran apartheid South Africa, a member of 
the apartheid rugby organization, a member of the apartheid police force, and 
one who is having his military service deferred, one Naas Botha, will be joining 
the Dallas Cowboys footbaU team in August as a place kicker. SAN-ROC wishes 
to protest this violation of the United Nations Resolution calling for an embargo 
on sports, culture and academic exchanges with apartheid South Africa. SAN- 
ROC proposes to launch a vigorous campaign of protest on this matter and calls 
on all in the United States who are oppos^ to racism to join them in this protest. 
For further information and to express your support, please contact: SAN-ROC, 
P.O. Box 59364, Chicago, Illinois 60659.

A

1 SoMtan. Apd 29. 1961

Midwd C. Beaubien Is a free-lance journalist who has 
nafeim at The City College of New York.

on Southern Afttca aisd teaches a course in jour-
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The reco^ of this activity can be found in the sixty-four resolutions 

passed by the General Assembly between 1946 and 1981. Many of those 
resolutions included as many as eighteen subtitles dealing with specific 
policies of the apartheid system. The Security Council, however, has only 
passed twelve resolutions during the same period with the first coming in 
April 1960 and the last In June 1980.

The first United Nations activity directed toward the establishment of a 
cultural boycott of South Africa is found in U.N. Resolution 2396, which 
was adopted by the General Assembly on December 2, 1968: The resolu
tion requested “AU states and organizations to suspend cultural, educa
tional, sporting, and other exchanges ufith the racist regime and with other 
organizations or institutions in South Africa which practice apartheid."

Over the years the wording of similar resolutions has undergone an in
teresting metamorphosis. In 1972 the General Assembly Invited “all 
organizations. Institutions, and information media t^rganize a boycott of 
South Africa in sports and in culture and other acUvibes.” Resolution 3324 
of 1974 found the General Assembly requesting “all governments to pro
hibit all cultural, educational, scientific, sporting and other contacts with the 
racist regime. . .” But by 1980, the General Assembly was appealing 
directly to “writers, artists, musicians, and other personalities to boycott 
South Africa.”

The 1980 Resolution (35/206E) also requested that the Special Com
mittee Against Apartheid prorriote such campaigns for the total isolation of 
South Africa. The Special Committee was established by the General 
Assembly In November of 1962 (Resolution 1761). The Committee was in- 
IbaUy charged with monitoring “the racial policies of the Government of 
South Africa under review when the Assembly is not in session," and “to 
report either to the Assembly or to the Security Council or to both, as 
maybe appropriate, from time to time.” The^pecial Committee is compos
ed of 18 member states which include: Algeria, German Democratic 
Republic, Ghana, Guinea, Haiti, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Nepal, Nigeria, Peru, Philippines, Somalia, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, 
Trinidad and Tobago, and the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.

In furtherance of its 1980 mandate and in accordance with the U.N. 
General Assembly designation of 1982 as the International Year of 
Mobilization for Sanctions Against South Africa, the SF>ecial Committee 
has proposed a number of actions. In the Special Committee’s 1981 report 
to the General Assembly, the Committee proposed to “initiate a register of 
cultured contacts with South Africa in order to promote an effective 
boycott." In addition, the Committee plans “to organize in 1982 an interna
tional conference of cultural personalities for action against apartheid and

401 Qvi«tn. 1982 7

bantustan policy, the foundation of the apartheid system. The myth of the 
“Tribal homeland” as a separate and independent country was echoed in 
the announcement of Sinatra’s press agent who said, “We think the 
establishment of Bophuthatswana as an independent country is the ri^t 
step for their (South African) future development.”’

Sinatra’s visit and the rising numbers of American artists who have 
followed his lead have rejuvenated the movement of anti-apartheid activists 
in the United States to enforce the cultural boycott. Organizations which 
have recently begun to initiate activity in suppKsrt of the cultural boycott in
clude: TransAfrica, American Committee on Africa, Patrice Lumumba 
Coalition, Black United Front, Continuations Committee of the October 
Solidarity Conference, and the Black Music Association. This heightened 
activity can be described as “Frank’s” contribution.

Michael C. Beaublen

. ..• "is".

The cultural boycott was but one component of the international 
paign to impose mandatory and comprehensive sanctions against South 
Africa. The origins of this campaign are found In the political history of that 
country. Oliver Tambo, President of the African National Congress, 
described the ANC’s use of the economic boycott as a political tactic during 
a 1956 campaign in an address this year to the U.N. Special Committee. 
He stated:

cam-

\

A.J. Luthull, ‘Invoked’ a new tactic - that of inducing the white electorate to 
put pressure on Its own racist government. This tactic consisted of a cal. first for 
a boycott of selected consumer goods by the population In South Africa, and 
later, still in this year 1958, a caD on the international community to boycott ail 
South African consumer goods . . . This call was made In the first Iristance to a 
meeting of Independent African states, held in Addis Ababa In June 1960. If 
was subsequently submitted to the 1960 session of the United Nations General. 
Assembly by the African delegates.’

Yet the U.N. had begun to examine the issue of apartheid even earlier. 
The history of United Nations’ activity on the question of apartheid makes 
fascinating reading in a new work. Apartheid: The United Nations and 
Peaceful Change in South Africa by Ozdemir Ozgur. Ozgur wrote that

The United Nations has been concerned with the problem of racial discrimina
tion in South Africa since the first General Assembly session In 1946 . . . The 
United Nations has unanimously determined that apartheid Is a crime against 
tl^ conscience and dignity of mankind and is Incompatible with the rights and 
dignity of man, the United Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, and seriously disturbs International peace and security.*

2 SoMlaii. Mayll. 1961

National Cony«* of Souih Afric*. mt€«f>8 o( «h« Sp^ htW *1 U.N
Januaiy 12. 1982 to launch tha Intenattonal Yaw of MoWtaalton for S«Ktk>nt Agonal South Africa.)

« V.: T,»w.90«
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to sponsor International and national art exhibits and other events against 
apartheid.”

The most recent resolution passed by the General AssemblyVhich en
dorsed the academic, cultural and sports boycott of South A^ca 
Resolution 36/1721 of December 1981. The final vote was 124 jbr. five 
against and fourteen abstentions. The United States, along vidth Wwt Ger
many, New Zealand, Portugal, and Great Britain were the only 
votes.

Michael C. Bepubien
was

majorities. The U.S. voting record includes: two votes for, twelve votes 
against and two abstentions. The only two yea votes recorded from the 
U.S. came on resolutions which were adopted without roll-call votes. On 
Resolution 36/172C which condemned South African acts of aggression 
against Angola and other independent African states and Resolution 
36/172N which endorsed the program of work for the Special Gsmmit- 
tee Against Apartheid, the U.S. was the lone dissenting voice.’

sen ting
\

Unfortunately, the U.S. vote against the 1981 resolution end)^iWg 
the boycott was no exception. Camille Branton, In her study of the 0!s. 
voting record at U.N. from 1946-1976 for the 1977 third quarter edition of 
Freedom ways, wrote, “During the entire 32-year history of the United Na
tions existence, the U.S.’s voting patterns reveals that this country, through 
six different administrations (three Republican and three Democratic), has 
never once wavered from its infamous stand of being one of the most reac
tionary forces In the worid against the total eradication of colonialism. In 
the U.S. attempt to preserve a fading and collapsing colonial world system, 
they have voted against every liberation movement. Including all attempts 
by the U.N. to assist the colonized in their efforts to end alien domination 
ancT.to exercise their Inalienable right to self-determination.”*

/ While Camille Branton’s characterization might seem a bit polemical, 
one would do well to note the 1976 study of the U.S. voting record by 
Africa Fund, the research component of the American Committee on 
Africa, The 31st General Assembly Session of 1976 was a landmark ses
sion for southern Africa. More resolutions concerning southern Africa were 
proposed and adopted than at any previous point In U.N. history. Each of 
the 37 resolutions that were introduced and approved received the backing 
of the overwhelming majority of the nations represented. The U.S., 
however, had compiled a unique record; “It was the only country that did 
not vote ‘yes’ on a single southern Afri« resolution put to a roll-call vote. 
Of the 25 resolutions submitted for rdf-call tallies, all passed with more 
than 90 countries In favor. The U.S., on the other hand, abstained 13 
times, voted against 19 times, didn’t vote twice and never cast a vote in 
favor.”*

American unfamiliarity with this country’s voting record at the United 
Nations or with the issues that concern the U.N- community of nations is 
not surprising given the cover^provide*! Nations by the major
media. Yet, Richard Lapch'ick, ftatlonar cHa^tefton of the American
Coordinating Committee for Equality In Sport and Society (ACCESS), a 
coalition of fifteen political, religious, civil rights, and sports organizations 
concerned with equality in sports, described for the audience of a recent 
U.N. program how South Africa uses this public Ignorance for its benefit. 
“South Africa relies on the fact that this is an uninformed American public, 
most Americans don’t know what apartheid is, and therefore South Africa 
feels that with these sports and cultural contacts they can make further 
headway,” Lapchick said. “They can convince us that South Africa isn’t so 
bad.”

For instance, how many Americans are aware that the United States is 
South Africa’s largest foreign market and Its leading source of imports? Ac
cording to 1980 figures released by Pretoria’s Department of Customs and 
Excise, the U.S. imported some $3.3 Billion in metals and minerals such as 
platinum, diamonds, manganese and Krugerrand gold coins. In return, the 
U.S. exports to South Africa were valued at $2.5 billion for 1980, 17% 
higher than the previous year. U.S. corporate Investment in South Africa 
has been growing at a rate of 25 percent per year, the most rapid rate of 
any U.S. foreign investment. U.S. capital ea#)s an average rate of profit of 
14.9% after taxes.

Clearly; the climate created by the Reagan administration’s policy of 
“constructive engagement” and the growing relationship between South 
Africa and the U.S. has made it especially difficult for anti-apzirtheid ac
tivists to convince American artists of the criminal complicity zusociated 
with performances In South Africa.

This problem is compounded by the American predisposition to view 
the question of apartheid within the context of America’s history of race 
relations. Ambassador B. Akporode Clark, former Nigerian Ambassador to

Another study produced by the United Nations Centre Against Apar
theid revealed that the United States voting record for 1981 shouted little 
Improvement. During the 1981 session of the General Assembly, sbeteen 
resolutions on apartheid were adopted unanimously or by overwhelming

^ Record Th* History of lh« United States Vodns PaB^
(1946-1976}. FrMdonways. (Dted Qu«tcr) Vol 17. Number 3, 1977, p 155-163

^ ****** ***^ *' ^ Fund/Airtertcw

m Iht United NaBons
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the U.N. and past chairman of the U.N. Special Committee Against Apar
theid, was one of many Africans who have sought to point out the 
weaknesses of such an analogy. At a historic meeting of the Special Com
mittee in June of 1981, Ambassador Clark told the audience:

. . We will have to emphasize, as the President of the African National Con- 
, gress did, that the struggle against apartheid is not t^ same as the struggle for 

human rights or civil rights In the U.S. In the U.S. It was assumed that all 
•Americans were citizens under the same Constitution. The deprivation, the 
humiliations which some people suffered In the U.S., particularly in 
stales, were regardeef as aberrations of the Coostltutlon. But In South Africa, 
you cannot protest. . . In the U.S. everybody assumes equality under the law, 
or at least under the Constitution; but In South Africa seven-eighths of the 
population are being denied, are being stripped of whatever rights they had as 
Africans."*

Michael C. Beaubien

have not been available since 1957, but It Is estimated that the rate Is five times 
that for whites and three times that for Asians. Estimates range from 200 to 450 
Infant deaths per 1,000 live births.'"

One might also add that South Africa hee the highest per capita prison 
population in the world at 440 per 100,000 people. (The U.S. is second at 
189 per 100,(XX).) The dally average prison population is 101,(XX), with 
2(X),(XX) alone arrested in 1979 for, pass law violations. In 1980 South 
Africa sentenced 173 to death by execution and executed over 130. South 
Africa continues to hold over 520 political prisoners (“security prisoners”) 
who have been convicted under one of the country’s draconian security 
laws such as the Terrorism Act, the Internal Security Act, and the Unlawful 
Organizations Act.

While the practice of apartheid is of such abhorrence as to warrant in- 
- temational concern, there are many who contend that the theory of apar

theid poses even greater dangers. Mr. Amadou-Mahtar M’Bow, Director- 
General of- the Unlted’^ Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO), warned, “What is happening today in southern 
Africa is serious in the extreme. Racism, established as a theory and institu
tionalized in the form of apartheid, constitutes a threat to all the freedoms 
won throughout the world because it has become a centre of inspiration 
and a rallying point for those movements elsewhere which maintain, less 
overtly, that a particular race is superior to the others and is destined to 
dominate them.”"

This same warning to the world was echoed by Jean Paul Sartre’s 
1966 presentation with an even more dire prediction. Sartre said:

Ttils Idea that a strong state can practice apartheid, that Is to say, racism 
reaching the point of Its most relentless effects, with complete inpunity, is one 
of the reasons for the re-emergence of Nazism In Europe and U.S.A. The Idea 
inspires young fascist movements: the latter, which for their part are finding a 

” real base In Europe and the United States, proclaim in their manifestos, among 
the first three or four principles, their defence of apartheid and the Government 
of South Africa ... If such practices are tolerated. If We continue to tolerate 
them, then South Africa which Is today the hub of fascism, will send the fascists 
back to us to teach us a painful lesson."

South Africa has earned the concern of the International community 
not only because of the theory and practice of apartheid but also because of

some

Very few Americans have a clear understanding about the true nature 
of apartheid. Jean Paul Sartre may have expressed It best when he ap
peared at a press conference sponsored by the French Liaison Committee 

.. Against Apartheid In Paris on 9 November, 1966. Sartre stated:
Apartheid Is both a practice and a theory. The practice Is known euphemistical
ly as 'separatwdevelopment ." In other words. It Is the enforcement by a minori
ty of three million people of European origin of a policy designed to keep In 
slavery 14 million InhabItanU of African or Aslan origin or of mixed descent.
These 14 million Inhabitants have no poktical rights. They cannot vote, hold 
meetings, form political organizations or belong to trade unions . . They have 
no economic rights and no rights of ownership . . . This structure of poll.tlcs and 
practice which we call apartheid is oL’ ged to rely on police terror tactics . . .
This then Is the practice of apartheid. The practice is justified by a theory: 
across-the-board racism, the absolute superiority of the while race over aD 
races. This doctrine Is created by circumstances themselves. The need to obtain 
cheap labour at zero-level wages leads virtually to the maintenance of slaves.
The result is that the South African white quite naturally describes as sub
human one whom he does treat like a sub-human being *

The practice of apartheid has tremendous consequences for the Black 
majority. Bernard Magubane in his excellent work. The Political 
Economy of Race and Clast In South Africa, provided a revealing sum
mary. He wrote:

In South Africa, a pyramid of weakh and social power exists as a fact of dally 
experience. Whites, who constitute leu than 20 percent of the nation's popula
tion, consume more than 60 percent of Its Income, have legal occupancy rights 
to 87 percent of Its land, and fill most of lU skUled and uml-skiUed occupations. 
InequaBty of revenue and wealth is not only an economic fact; It Impbes In
equality of Ufe chances, Ii<ant mortality statistics for Africans In South Africa
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the significant threat the ap2u1heid regime poses to world peace. Oliver 
Tambo, President of ANC, the oldest liberation movement in Africa, 
described this problem during visits to the U.N. in 1981. Tambo said. “The 
eternal peril has been planted into the Pretoria-Washington axis. It means 
that the South African problem will increasingly, rapidly, unfold and 
escalate into a raging war engulfing all of southern Africa. Certainly, the 
vigorous arming that is going on in our time seems to envisage and to be a 
preparation for an approaching world war. It is not being too speculative to 
suggest that southern Africa could provide the necessary spark.””

Dr. Alex Ekwueme, Vice-President pf the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 
explained the significance of the call for mandatory and comprehensive 
sanctions when viewed against South Africa’s threat to world peace. At the 
International Conference on Sanctions against South Africa sponsored by 
the United Nations in Paris from 20 to 27 May 1981, Dr. Ekwueme stated; 
“We owe it as a duty both to them (Black South Africans) and to ourselves 
to bring this pernicious system of apartheid to an ignominious end by acting 
collectively to impose mandatory and comprehensive sanctions against 
apartheid South Africa. Mankind must once and for all dramatically and 
decisively repudiate this racist doctrine which seems to undermine human 
civilization itself. We neglect to do so only at our eternal peril.'”'*

The African National Congress President, Oliver Tambo, was just as 
forthright as to why the United Nations had been unable to win Security 
Council backing for the imposition of mandatory sanctions. President Tam-» 
bo said, “In common cause, the governments of the United Kingdom, the 
Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, France and the United States together 
with hundreds of transnational corporations have vested interests in 
perpetuating the survival of the apartheid system. The most determined ef
forts to secure a Security Council resolution imposing sanctions on this 
regime have been defeated, presumably in the interests of maintaining the 
status quo in both Namibia and South Africa.

While the cultural boycott is but one component of the international 
campaign for mandatory and comprehensive sanctions, it is an increasit^Iy 
important one and of special concern to South Africa. Richard Lapchick 
observed, South Africa is able to tell their white constituency when these 
entertainers come, particularly the black entertainers, that the world doesn’t 
boycott South Africa, that the U.N. can pass resolution after resolution but 
when entertainers and athletes arrive, that they are the people of the world

Michael C. Beaubien

James North, the Johannesburg correspondent for In These Times, 
noted the impact of the international boycott on white South African 
morale. He wrote, “The number of whites who oppose apartheid is small 
but growing; more important is the number who question the regime’s 
direction, give only half-hearted, grudging support or e\Jen contemplate 
emigration. A large number of factors affect white morale, but one clearly is 
the hostility the apartheid system continues to provoke worldwide and the 
anguished feelings among white South Africans that they have few friendly 
allies . . . International support movements can limit the boost multina
tionals and other outside forces give.to apartheid and thereby speed up the 
liberation struggle and lessen the bloodshed.”"

There are so many American artists traveling to South Africa as of late 
that the international cultural boycott of South Africa seems non-existent. 
Among the thirty or more American entertainers to have performed in 
South Africa during 1981 are Candi Stanton, Joe Henderson, Cher, Isaac 
Hayes, Curtis Mayfield, Village People, Osmonds, Dakota Staton, Tina 
Turner, Lou Donaldson, George Shearing, Glen Campbell, Sha Na Na, 
Beach Boys, Brook Benton, and Helen Reddy. On May 16 Stephanie Mills 
and Neil Sadaka opened at the Sun City resort in Bophuthatswana, South 
Africa.

T'

The list of artists who have refused to perform in South Africa is 
equally impressive. Ben Vereen, Gladys Knight and the Pips, the Floaters, 
the Jacksons, Elton John, Roberta Flack and Phyllis Hyman have all 
declined to entertain apartheid. While most American artists are guaranteed 
at least $250,000 for a tour, Roberta Flack was offered $2.5 million. In 
response to her $100,000 offer, Phyllis Hyman said, “I could not tour 
South Africa under any circumstances., I have a moral commitment that 
supersedes money.”

Anti-apartheid activists in the U.S. were encouraged over the recent 
decision of George Wein not to take the Newport Jazz Festival to 
Bophuthatswana. George Wein said that he was “sympathetic to the op
ponents of apartheid and supportive of the cultural boycott.” While 
Thomas Shepard, an associate producer for Wein, added, “George had 
some initial confusion over Sun City and Bophuthatswana. He was told 
that it was an old African kingdom.”

Foremost among the proponents of the myth of Bophuthatswana in
dependence are S&uthern Sun’s Managing Director, Sol Kerzner, and 
Southern Sun’s Gqperal Manager, Peter Bacon. Southern Sun’s hotels are 
the largest hotel chain in southern Africa and the principal owner of the Sun
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City $42 million entertainment complex in Bophuthatswana. Both Kerz- 
ner and Bacon have developed a close relationship with Lee SolomOn, 
Chairman of the Wlllitm Morris Agency, in an effort to recruit American ar
tists-for South African tours.

Another majpr actor in this drama is Robert Leonard of Red Beard 
Presents Productidhs Ltd. of Las Vegas. Leonard has taken so many 
American entertainers to South Africa that he is often called the “American 
connection” in South African papers. Among the American artists he is 
responsible for taking to South Africa are Freda Payne, Billy Eckstlne, 
Gwen Brisco, Joe Henderson, Carla Fontana, James Moddy, Lou 
Donaldson, Kame Nelson, and Bob Anderson. During an interview 
Leonard stated, “Politics and music are two different realms of activity, they 
should not be mixed.”

For those artists who do travel to South Africa, they should recognize 
that they are treading on dangerous ground. Such a warning was provided 
by Gordon Winter in his sensationed expK>se Inside Boss. Winter wrote, 
“Pretoria has a raging phobia about famous stars who visit South Africa,' as 
they have high voltage publicity potential. A politician might knock apar
theid but famous star does so it usually rates headlines in
newspapers all over the world.”'*

By way of illustration. Winter mentions the 1970 tour of Percy Sledge, 
the first black American entertainer to be granted honorary white status, 
while recounting the exploits of Patty Patience, a black South African in
telligence agent. Winter wrote, “Pretoria thought he might cause trouble on 
an anti-apartheid level and decided to plant a girl-friend on him who could 
watch him at close quarters. The girl was Patty. She was flown to South 
Africa especially for the assignment, which she carried out expertly by 
quickly tecoming an important member of Mr. Sledge’s entourage. The 
famous singer left South Africa before his tour was completed without giv
ing any sound reason. Only Patty and BOSS know the answer to that.”'*

If anyone has any doubts about the effectiveness of AZAPO’s call for 
an internal boycott, they should talk to the O’Jays. The O’Jays, a black 
American vocal trio, arrived in Johannesburg on April 6, 1981 for 
concert tour. After AZAPO’s call for a boycott, the O’Jays’ tour collapsed 
due to financial problems and low attendance at concerts. The black South 
African promoter, Victor Mazibuko, is reported to have lost $42,000. 
When the O’Jays depeurted, their manager, Stu Ric, was forced to remain 
behind. South African authorities had impounded his p2tssport and air 
ticket pending legal action.

In addition to surveillance by South African authorities and possible
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financial failure. South African exilOoSathima Ibrahim warned about the 
potential for violent confrontations. During a U.N. program in March, she 
said, “We want you to know that our people, especially our youth, have 

, . strong aspirations. They are militant. At this point in time, they will not be 
satisfied with entertainment.”

During the height of the O’Jays boycott, the tour promoter, Victor 
Mazibuko, had his home stoned and pelted with gasoline bombs. Ray 
Charles failed to heed AZAPO’s request that he cancel a concert scheduled 
for Black Consciousness Day on October 19, an important anniversary in 
the history of black political struggle. Charles’ entourage was later 
stoned during a visit to the black township of Welkom. In addition, 
Lovelace Watkins, an American singer now living in London, has said 
repeatedly that he will never again attempt to perform in Soweto, because 
he was nearly killed the last time he was there.

Among the factors contributing to th«4ntehsity of emotions around the 
cultural boycott are the Incredfcle naivete and insensitivity demonstrated by 
black American eurtists. Not only have the artists demonstrated little respect 
for significant holidays in South African history, but abo little understanding 
or concern for conditions facing black South Africans. Candi Staton is 
reported to have told the Sowetan, a black South African newspaper, that 
she had never heard of Soweto and she was under the impression that 
blacks and whites were allowed to live in the same neighborhoods.

Lee Variety, the leader of the Variations, is quoted as describing 
AZAPO as “opportunists without a body.” During an interview with the 
Sunday Times, Variety stated, “These people are on an ego trip trying to 
further their personal political ends. We are not going to allow anyone to 
tell us where we must perform and where we can’t perform.”

These comments and a host of others prompted one columnist for the 
Sowetan to write, “We are just about getting disgusted with the same 
stories given by various black American artists who perform here, par
ticularly those who profess an astonishment that blacks are living under 
dubious conditions. It would be much more honest for artists from abroad 
t<^ome out straight with the truth. They have come here for the money. 
Tft>je controversial statements only serve to inflame the sense of betrayal 
most black South Africans feel when black Americans arrive to entertain 
apartheid.

American 2urtists must not underestimate the kind of support that 
AZAPO’s call for a boycott of foreign artists enjoys among black South 
Africans. Surveys among black readers by the Sowetan reveal overwhelm
ing support iSr the boycott from the majority of those polled. One reader 
stated, “There was a time when we were proud that Ray Charles and Isaac
4lh(}uMn. 1982
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Hayes would never come here, because we believed that they were with us 
In the struggle. But one by one they are proving us wrong. TTiey have hurt 
our pride to the jubilation of our oppressor.”

This is not to deny that AZAPO’s initiative doesn’t have its critics. 
There are several black South African artists who have publicly stated their 
fears that isolation from foreign artists would further impoverish the lives of 
blacks. There are also substantial differences between MDAU and AZAPO 
over implementation of the boycott. MDALI appears more willing to 
promise and to reach some kind of accord with foreign artists involving the 
use of black promoters, guaranteed rates for local black artists and dona
tions to black charities. Despite the lack of any unanimity of opinion within 
South Africa, the international community is convinced of the necessity for 
the total isolation of South Africa.

First and foremost among the advocates for a total boycott is the conti
nent of Africa as represented by the Organization of African Unity. Am
bassador Yusoff Maitama-Sule, Permanent RejiresentaUve of the Repu^ 
of Nigeria to the U.N. and present Chairman of the U.N. Special Commit
tee Against Apartheid, sought to remind an Atlantan audience of the depth 
of Africa’s commitment to this effort. He stated, “Africa is totally identified 
with the struggle in South Africa as it is the last and crucial stage of the con- 
enenfs struggle for emancipation. To us in Africa, this Is a matter of life and 
death.

com- Correspondent’s Report:

Return of the Ugly American

Dan Connell

When Graham Greene coined the phrase “The Ugly American” in the 
1950s he used it to describe an elderly volunteer in southeast Asia whose 
only ugliness was physical, and who was in behavior the exact opposite of 
the stereotype that came to be associated with that phrase. The term came 
to be used, instead, to typify the brash nouveau riche tourist or govern
ment bureaucrat who bullied his way through the "third world" with a crass, 
chauvinistic and oversimplified view of the European colonies. Today’s 
version is more polished — but apparently no less flawed by cultural and 
political myopia.Tie (and she) is alive and well among the swelling ranks of 
North American pleasure seekers, business agents and diplomats in the 
newly independent developing countries. But what is perhaps more dis
turbing is his new role as globe-trotting journalist.

• >f0

While Africa has clearly played a leading role, the Non-Aligned Move
ment, the Socialist community of riations’and the Nordic countries remain 
steadfast supporters of the boycott. Ambassador B. Akporode Clark, past 
Chairman of the U.N. Special Committee, told a U.N. audierKe that the 
current U.S. policy of “constructive engagemenf’ with South Africa would 
not contain the international movement for isolation. Ambassador Clark 
stated, “South Africa will remain a pariah of the international community 
as long as it practices apartheid, and it is the people of Africa, Asia, Latin 
America, the Socialist countries and the Nordic countries that have made 
South Africa a pariah state. No other power can remove this status until 
South Africa purges itself of this terrible stain and moral evil.”*'

Consequently, American artists who travel to South Africa are con
fronted with the possibility of being banned from a significant portion of 
their potential overseas market. In addition, organizations such as Trans- ‘ 
Africa, American Committee on Africa and Operation PUSH are presently . 
gearing up to implement the boycott list domestically. American artists will 
soon also have to consider whether it is profitable to perform for apartheid.

During six years of freelance reporting in East Africa, I have crossed 
paths with him many times. He is apt to make his headquarters in Nairobi, 
Johannesburg or Abidjan, less because these are primary sources of news 
than due to their familiar Western-style surroundings. These Africarr 
capitals are modem, relatively efficient, and quite comfortable, with their 
European and North American restaurants and country clubs, their 
supplies of imported luxury goods and, above all, their pro-U.S. regimes.

On the road, the dapper reporter can usually be found with his credit 
cards and travelers’ checlu at the bar of a Hilton or an Intercontinental 
Hotel, relrucing between frantic two- or three-day dashes from one airport20 WM Yt»u«MMl«n^S.ilt.-nwUiMyoH>f.Mtl.Ulh.rKlii9»..Kmwri»|iiH«fcr 
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to another as he drops Into exotic lands to Interview a handful of local offi
cials and U.S. embassy spokespersons on the current crisis, perhaps 
sprinkling the.resulting story with colorful tidbits gleaned from man-on-the- " 
street exchanges or barroom conversations. If the news Is hot and there are 
many reporters on hand, they may simply interview each other.

Rarely does this high-powered journalist venture out of the capital city 
during these brief junkets. When he manages to, it is often In an air condi
tioned Range Rover (the upscale version of the hardy English Land Rover), 
complete with official translator and bottled water. Thus insulated from the 
indigenous population, he hops from one stop to another, swooping into 
somnolent villages to scoop up titillating quotes from the dazzled “natives" 
either to back-up the lead already drafted in the capital or simply to amuse 
the distant reader.

The favorite hard-news items are wars, famines and coups d'etat, 
which for sheer impact value are more likely than not to find their way into 
print. In this respect, the foreign correspondent is perhaps best likened to 
the metropolitan reporter who chases fire engines and ambulances. But he 
may also do a series on a particular country’s social or economic infra
structure, if either the United States or the Soviet Union is deeply Involved 
there. In the former case, the story will counterpose existing problems to 
planned solutions. In the latter, it will contrast unfulfilled promises with 
current failures. Or, if the reporter has the extra time and the inclination, he 
may rattle off the odd feature on some distinctive aspect of local exotica.

What is clearly missing from this trickle of eclectic coverage is the 
probing behind-the-scenes examination of structural and historical factors 
that underlie and define 1he parameters of particular headline-grabbing 
events. At a time when the United States is more than ever before involved 
in the emergent nations of Africa, this sorry state of affairs is worse than 
disappointing. It is also dangerous.

If we as a people are consistently misinformed or ill-informed by 
media, we are certain to be inisled by our political representatives, not to 
mention the transnational corporate interests which strongiy and effectively 
influence our foreign policy. Yet that is precisely what we are faced with 
today, against a backdrop of deepening economic crisis, political instability 
and rising militarism across Africa and here at home. In this respect, the 
failure of the news media is both a symptom and a cause of a pervasive 
crisis in democracy itself.

The most serious short-coming of U.S. journalism in Africa is the 
paucity of coverage of these countries, save during a moment of natural 
disaster or manmade misfortune. But the intervening descriptions of 
African societies, typified by a recent travelogue by the outgoing Los 
Angeles Tirries Africa correspondent, are perhaps more damaging — both

VRICA TODAY
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to our comprehension of faraway events and to the image of us fed back to 
Africa — for they set the context for the splashier stories and for policies set 
in Wzishington to deal with them.

Bemoaning the passing of the romantic era of European discovery and 
conquest, reporter David Lamb writes that “the huge ^can continent — 
four times larger than the United States — has been reduced to mere 
|}ockets of hospitality where the tourist can travel freely, safely and com
fortably." With everything from messy guerrilla wars to Marxist govern
ments, food shortages and border disputes interfering with the innocent 
tourist, only five of 51 African states are recommended for North American 
visitors; Kenya, the Seychelles, Senegal, Ivory Coast and South Africa. “If 
you’re worried about being overwhelmed by culture shock,” he remarks of 
Ivory Coast, “this may be the place to start your African holiday."

Unwittingly, Lamb exposes a central feature of the problem, for he — 
like most U.S. reporters assigned to this extraordinarily diverse and 
perplexing continent — takes as his point of departure the society and the 
culture from which he comes. Everything in Africa is measured against this 
standard rather than against its own distinctive past. Not surprisingly, most 
comes out wanting. Yet what is most clearly revealed in the lengthy and 
detailed article is the writer’s notions of how to catch a fleeting glimpse of 
Africa and Africans.

In Kenya, the home base for more than 30 Western journalists. Lamb 
recommends a visit to the Ark, a first class safari lodge “where you can sip 
cocktails on the deck while animals gather at the floodlit water hole 
nearby.” For the more adventurous and enterprising traveler, the writer 
suggests a drive through the highlands north of Nairobi. “It’s beautiful 
country, much like the New England states, and coffee plantations, hillside 
villages and bustling markets you will pass on the way give you a good feel 
for whjrt rural African life is like.”

This can be characterized as the National Geographic approach, 
otherwise known as “a day at the human zoo.” But beneath the veneer of 
harmless patter lie a number of deep-rooted and destructive assumptions 
which have important political implications. Chief among these is the 
message that Africans have made a mess out of self-government and were 
perhaps better off under colonial rule. If we here are convinced of this, 
what matter if Washington decides to intervene to bring civilization to the 
natives? Or what doubt can there be that the Soviet Union or Cuba are 
actually pulling the strings of those “puppet” African leaders who oppose 
U.S. policy?

Where the reporter offers a mirror to reflect random images of 
southern California in the backwaters of Africa, he should be equipped with
WiQuMtr.IseZ
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a high powered magnifying glass to penetrate the clutter of unfamiliar and 
diverting impressions that first strike him. And he can do no less for the 
unsuspecting visitor, let alone the culture-bound reader who may never 
have the opportunity to explore for him or herself. He must also be willing 
to get his freshly pressed safari suit dirty, to endure the endless frustrations 
of bureauaatic chaos and mistrust that often greet the Western visitor, and 
he has to take the time and the trouble to research the background to 
contemporary developments.

For an audience whose basic picture of Africa comes from Tarzan 
movies and Cold War speeches, it is not enough to casually record 
immediate observations, however “accurate” "they may be. Pre-existing 
stereotypes and prejudices have also to be challenged and the empty spaces 
filled in from the past. How is East Africa different from the West, North 
and South? How much real control do Africans throughout the continent 
have over their economies? What have European and North American 
corporations taken out of the continent compared to what is now available 
to local businesses and governments, and what fetters on development 
were carried over from the colonial era? There can be little doubt that 
answers to these and similar questions would make Africa’s 
dilemmas — and the attitudes of many African nationaliste toward the U.S. 
— a good deal easier to understand.

But it would be wrong to single out David Lamb as an especially poor 
example of the U.S. journalist in Africa. On the contrary, his reporting has 
in four years contained some of the more insightful commentaries in an 
otherwise generally barren selection. The problem rests.not so much with 
individual reporters ^ but rather with a broad complex of cultural, 
institutional and economic and political factors which combine to bring 
powerful pressures against responsible investigation and communication of 
the African scene. Nor is this a peculiarly African problem, though it is 
perhaps a more pronounced trend there than elsewhere.

To begin with, the reporter carries with him the habitual and deeply 
embedded racism and national chauvinism that pervade U.S. society. But 
in the context of the coincident social class gap between him and the 
majority of the local populace, these factors assert themselves less in the 
writing of stories, where the reporter is highly conscious of language per se, 
than in the choice of subject and the means taken to gather material for it. A 
graphic example of this came in 1979 with the coverage of the elections in 
Zimbabwe (then Rhodesia), where virtually the entire Western press corps 
failed to recognize the groundswell of popular support for the nationalist 
candidates. Who
circumstances — prior to the vote? The answer is revealed in many of the 
stories of that time which quote diplomatic sources, local officials and black
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employees of the white establishment (often at their place of work),
Another flagrant example of pointedly inadequate coverage came in 

1981 with the death of E^tian president Anwar Sadat. In a manner 
reminiscent of the fall of the late Shah of Iran, UrS. journalists belatedly 
discovered a shocking degree of popular discontent with the strongly pro- 
Westem leader after his abrupt and untimely departure. Again, one can 
only wonder with whom these reporters were speaking prior to th^ event, 
for Sadat's lack of grass roots support was clearly visible (outside Cairo) in 
the mid-1970s, the more so after the signing of the controversial Camp 
David Accords with Israel in 1978.

In my own experience in the Horn of Africa, similarly misinformed and 
misleading coverage has long marked the pro-U.S. regimes of Siad Barre in 
Somalia and Gaafar el-Nimeiri in Sudan, both of which are today on the 
brink of civil wars. But the most striking case has been that of the 20 year 
Eritrean war for independence from pro-Soviet Ethiopia. Usually reported 
on from the comfortable distance of Nairobi, this long simmering conflict 
was the subject of political obituaries iti 1978 after a massive Soviet buildup 
in Addis Ababa, yet it is now raging again at near World War II levels, much 
to the dismay of pundits and policy-makers who have consistently 
depended upon sources far removed from the situation to buttress their 
absurdly cavalier post mortems.

The common thread throughout these individual illustrations is the 
gap between the reporters and the political and social outsiders in each 
country. Yet it is the latter who so often reassert themselves to shape the 
contours of major news events. It is worth examining why this is so in such 
a consistent way, for it is this aspect of U.S. Africa coverage that seems to 
me to lie at the root of the problem.

»• -•

current

As is the case throughout Western industry, the increasing 
centralization of production — in this case of “news” — is creating a 
uniformity in the product itself. A handful of media giants, including the 
major TV networks, the international wire services, a few newspapers like 
the New York Times, the Washington Post and the LA Times and Time 
and Newsweek magazines, have set up key bureaus around the continent. 
The capital needed for these operations precludes serious competition from 
smaller outfits, while the tie-ins to local outlets are squeezing out freelance 
contributors. The upshot is a sort of foreign news oligopoly that feeds mass 
market coverage to hundreds of small clients with precious little variation or 
depth.

The expenditures necessary to cover Africa at this level — in terms of 
.- equipment, communications, transportation, administration and day-to-
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day expenses - severely limit the field to the biggest media outlets. In turn, 
the cost of subscribing to them leaves little room in the budgets of local 
outlets for alternative sources or independent reporters. At the same time, 
these costs sharply limit the big producers to a small number of “major 
stories" that get covered over and over egain. Tjme restrictions and the 
need for high volume output are the principal factors here, much as cost- 
effectiweness governs production decisions in any highly capitalized 
industry.

Dan Connell

world countries and on uncensored filing from them by the Western media.
■ Just as inevitably, there will be an outcry here about “freedom of the 

press." But under the circumstances, we must ask, freedom for whom and 
to what end? Not for the peoples of Africa to have their cultures, societies 
and political systems honestly and accurately portrayed to the rest of the 
globe. Nor for readers here to learn what isireally going on there and why. 
Rather it is the freedom — or should we say the license — for the mega
media to profit from the misery and the misfortune of the poorest sector of 
the world’s population.

Coping with this sorry state of affairs is one thing, but it has also to be 
actively combatted. The first step is to pull together those individuals and 
groups already concerned with the problem to carry out concrete research 
and to build an alliance capable of exerting pressure on the media and the 
publishing industry as a whole. The Organizing Committee for a National 
Writers Union (OCNWU) is one place where such efforts are already under 
way. But it needs to include the publishers of the small specialty magazines 
and newspapers, now the only consistent source of indepth Third World 
reporting, like Southern Africa, Africa News, MERIP Reports, as well as 
the Black press here and independent booksellers, librarians, teachers and 
others who can in turn educate and organize readers about these issues.

The union is now discussing plans to aid the small press by encour-' 
aging name writers to make cqWributions and by publicizing the alternative 
press. It is also looking into setting up speakers’ bureaus to bring writers on 
Third World issues into contact with readers. A campaign to oppose the 
higher postal rates and the threat to tax exempt status of the small press is 
under consideration, but in the long haul, it will take a broad coalition of 
people to stand up to the profit-hungry publishing industry if we are to turn 
this information crisis around.

If we are serious about freedom — for the people who consume the 
news as well as for those who produce it — it is high time we cleaned up 
our act. Recent coverage of both sides In the El Salvador conflict offers 
some grounds for optimism. But it is worth pointing out that it 
freelance writers and filmmakers who broke the ice on this formerly 
sided story. If Africa coverage is to improve, the monolithic structure of 
news coverage has to be opened up. Readers, viewers, reporters anc small 
and medium media outlets hold the key to this. Whether they are willing 
and able to band together to counter current trends may well decide 
whether we as citizens will have the ability to comprehend and influence a 
range of policy decisions now looming on the African political horizon.

If expenses are to run into hundreds or even thousands of dollars each 
day, and if the particular correspondent or film crew is responsible for a 

less fixed amount of product, there will be little room to dig below 
the surface of a story. If at the same time, he is catering to a vast array of 
subscribers across the U.S., he will also be inclined toward 
controversial lowest-common-denominator approach to content. To 
compensate - or perhaps to mask this — he will shoot for a slick, 
professional style, which in any other industry would be termed packaging. 
If, on top of this, he is assigned to cover anywhere from 15 to 50 different 
countries, he will not be very likely to capture the nuances of the story 
if he sets out to in the first place.

. These factors combine to encourage the reporter — regardless of his 
personal intentions - to depend heavily on briefings by local officials and 
foreign diplomats for his main source material. Out of this, a symbiosis 
evolves that neither party is apt to jeopardize for fear of losing future 
contact. And with the increasingly high salaries and expense accounts pai^ 
to major media correspondents, this working relationship becomes 
reinforced at the social level, as reporters share their leisure tim^ with local 
elites and the diplomatic corps, unwittingly but effectively fencing 
themselves off from the majority of the population. The result is a vicious 
circle in which policy forms the basis for news coverage and news coverage 
spawns policy.

It is at this point that the image of the “ugly American” forcibly asserts 
itself. For however suave and sophisticated the modem U.S. reporter may 
be, he is widely — and, I think, accurately — perceived by many Africans 
fis an on-site representative of hostile Western interests with neither

coverage.
Leaving aside the essential issue of political and social bias, though, it is the 
contempt for Africa and Africans implicit in ,articles like David Lamb’s glib 
travelogue that outrages many people, even friends of the United States. 
And it is precisely this type of persistent insult that in turn encourages third 
world states from a wide variety of political systems to support the 
effort to restrict Western reporting in the ongoing UNESCO debate.

The likely result of these United Nations-sponsored discussions will 
almost certainly be the imposition of strict limitations on access to third
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Kevin Anderson
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The tiUes listed above constitute the bulk of a forty year contribution to 
poliUcal and social theory by the well-known Marxist humanist writer Raya 
Dunayevskaya, who in 1982 completed her third book on Marxist theory. This ‘
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Rosa Luxemburg. Women’s Uberation and Marx’s Philosophy of Revolu- 
analy^ of women and non-Westem society in relationship 

to overaU t^retical issues in Marxism. In the section on Luxemburg, she 
"®'!' on “>e relaUonship of Africa to the disputes

Particularly the German SPD. In 1911. when Lux- 
mburg broke with the conservative SPD leadership three years ahead of Lenin ' 
^yevstoya shows tl^it was Luxemburg’s (^position to German colonialism

‘^t IB add tot in the whole of the leaflet there is not one word about 
to native mhabitants of to colonies, not a word about their rights, 
inter^te and sufferings because of international policy. The leaflet 
repeatedly speaks of ‘England’s splendid colonial policy’ without 
mentionmg to periodic famine and spread of typhoid in India ex
termination rf to Australian aborigines, and to hippopotamus-hide 
lash on the backs of to Egyptian fellah.”(25)

is Luxemburg opposed national independence movements

work on to theory of imperialism. The Accumulation of Capital.
In to ^Uon on women’s liberation, Dunayevskaya discusses to relevance 

Rn^Jh^- such as to 1929 Igbo Women’s War against
Bn^h imperialism to present-day struggles of women in the Third World She 
aMly^ women s partiapation m modem upheavals in Mozambique, Angola 

Portugal in to 1970s, and goes from there t^cri- 
S nf '^ortd revolutions from to vantage

I,ci **“rti of it centers around his
Ethn^iio!j w society such as his little-known
Ethnological Notebooks and his 1881 letter to Vera ZasulitCh on to possibility
vilto^^i transition to ^lalism from to Russian pre-capitalist communal

Marx’s major last writings, including tor fhe ^ he perso^y prepared
® “portance of this tome of alternate paths to human 

<l“otes Lafargue’s 1882 complaint to Engels that 
'^ok with his head full of Africa and 

conclude to book by arguing that with fliese last writings 
th^i u to .SSi ^ "® heirloom, but a live body of ideas and perspecflX

Nowhere are such late writh^s^«arx 
more relevant than to African studies, wdipre Marxist class analysis increas-

I Kevin Anderson
I ingly being applied. Dunayevskaya’s new reading of Marx shows an openness
I on his part seldom found in post-Marx Marxists. She shows that he intended much
I of to framework of Capital only for America and Western Europe and was work-
I ing at his death on new approaches to non-European society.
I PhUosophy and Revolution was originally issued in 1973 and has been
I • republished with a new introduction. The core of this book’s discussion of Africa 
I is in to major chapter “The African Revolutions and to World Economy.” 
I There, Dunayevskaya maintains that: “The African revolutions opened a new
I page in to dialectic of thought as well as in world history” (213). She ton
I discusses African nationalist leaders and theorists such as Nkrumah, Senghor,
I und Fanoo. It is Fanon whom she finds to closest to her own view when she writes
I that despite to great achievements of to independence struggles, “we must

soberly face to present bleak rcality”(217;.,She concludes:

“The greatest of these tragedies, however, is not to external but 
to internal one, to separation between to leaders and to led in 
independent Africa. It is to this we must turn because without masses 
as reason as well as force, there is no way to escape being sucked 
into to world market dominated by advanced technologies, whether 
in production or in preparation for nuclear war.”(218)

The rest of to chapter explores to neocolonial relationship of to world economy
to Africa and offers a critique of dependency theories as well as conservative 
development theories.

But its Marxist analysis does not end there. Instead, Dunayevskaya continues 
it by returning to where she began: to living human subjects who have to power, 
in her view, to alter economic relationships, to African masses. She argues that 
despite to world economy “neocolonialism could not have been reborn so easi
ly in Africa had to revolutionary situation continued to deepen.”(236) At to 
core of her analysis is to inter-relationship of political and economic factors:

“Precisely because to African masses did, at to start, feel that 
toy were not only muscle but reason, holding destiny in their own 
hands, there emerged what Marx in his day called a new energizing 
princiide. This resulted in to growth of production even in societies 
whose economy was restricted to a single crop.”(237)

Despite to setbacks of nqpcolonialism, she concludes to chapter by arguing 
that to situation in Africa was still “fluid” in that: (1) new revolutions were 
ready to emerge in southern Africa, (2) to youth had shown resistance to 
neocolonialist regimes, (3) to neocolonial social structures in Africa were hardly 
as firmly implanted as, for example, those in Latin America.'

But Africa has importance in Philosophy and Revolnthm far beyond to single 
’■ chapter on Africa. Dunayevskaya’s central concept is that of an “open” or “un-

chained” dialectic where, she argues, Hegel (and Marx) “present to structures

1.1 hive employed this tmoemotk in my piper ‘The Tuziniin Model of Third World Devetopment: After 
o Twenty Yeen,” priMoted to the Eastern Sodolosical Society. Baltimore, March WB3.
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not as mere fact, not as hierarchy, not as pinnacle, but as movement” (39) and 
view human reality as “one long trek to freedom”(43). The African revolutions 
of the and 1960s were, to Dunayevskaya, a key example of the centrality 
of a dialectic of freedom to human history. For such a Marxist, African revolu- 
UoM are not a place to “apply” a ready-made theory, but a unique human ex- 
penence out of which Marxist theory can be reconstructed for the present 
Phitosophy and Revolution also contains valuable discussion of Lenin, Mao, Marx 
and Sartre, theorists not without relevance to African revolutionaries.

Dunayevskaya’s first book, Marxism and Freedom, originally published in 
1958, at first glance seems to contain litUe on Africa. But there is much of im
portance to Africanists, such as the lengthy economic and political analysis of 
^ outcomes of two ma jm- revoluUons, the Russian and the Chinese. In analyz
ing post-revolutionary Russia and China, Dunayevskaya uses with great sub- 
Uety her concept of state-capitalism, first developed in economic writings in the 
19^. But in keeping with her present Marxist humanist stance, she stresses not 
only ecoiKHnic and prfiU^ categories, but also philosophical and ideological ones 
as well as the relationship of spontaneity to revolutionary upheaval. Tbe analysis 
of China reads especiaUy weU in 1983, given the coUapse of the Maoist dream 
^ng the last decade. This section had earlier seemed too sharply critical of 
Mao s experiment to many readers. The concepts of state-capitalism and of spon- 

^^■ty and humanism developed in this book offer many vantage points for a 
»^ist a.nalysis of the contemporary African scene. Her overaU concept of 
socialist humanism, first articulated here, was developed parallel to that of 
STCialist hu^nists in Africa such as Nyerere and Senghor, and especiaUy Fanon,

A Provocative Marxist Analysis

of The Kenyan Economy

William W. Hansen

Gavin Kitching, CLASS AND ECONOMIC CHANGE IN KENYA: The Making 
of an African Petite Bourgeoisie, Yale University Press (New Haven: 1980) 479 
pp., index, $39.50.

I It is Gavin Kitching’s stated intention in this work to accompUsh two things: 
write an economic and social history of Kenya and to make a contribution to 

the application of Marxist theory to what he calls ‘non-capitalist’ societies.
In the preface Kitching makes explicit his debt to E.P. Thompson, to whose 

work the sub-title is an intended aUusion. One wishes, without being overly critical, 
that Thompson’s influence extended also to literary style in the writing of history 
— criticism directed not oniy at Kitching but to most of the rest of us as well.

’Hie first 410 pages, comprising the first twelve chapters, are devoted primari
ly to the first of the above-stated intentions; an economic and social history of 
Kenya. ’They are meticulousiy researched and extremely valuable, but are also 
an overly tedious and repetitive account of agricultural development in Kenya 
along with the simultaneous making of an African petty bourgeoisie.

Kitching’s use of the term ‘non-capita]i|t’ is somewhat confusing since he 
is clearly not referring to those states generaUy considered socialist and he ex
plicitly rejects using the term ‘pre-capitalist.’ InYact, he argues, the reification 
of the concept of ‘pre-capitalist modes of production’ (and of mode of produc
tion in general) is “the single major theoretical impediment to the effective 
(Marxist) analysis of actual production in the’Third World”; an impediment the 
author attributes to the negative influences of Althusserian theoretical work (pp. 
4,5). Kitching argues, to the contrary, that outside the socialist countries there 
is only the world capitalist mode of production of which Kenya and the Third 
World are an integral part. Given this taxonomy, what does ‘non-capitalist’ mean 
in a world that is either capitalist or socialist?

Kitching argues that Kenya is the quintessential petty bourgeois society; that 
is, neither fully capitalist (defined as a condition in which labor power appears 
primarily as a commodity) nor pre-capitalist because it has been penetrated by 
and brought under the sway of the world capitalist mode of production. But no 
mere dependency theorist is he. Kitching is making, in theoretical terms, a con
tribution to the Marxist debate regarding the articulation of modes of production.

Basic to Kitching’s argument is the access of certain Africans early on in 
the colonial period to relatively better paid wage labor which, in turn, was the

’The Raya Dunayevskaya Collection includes virtually aU of Raya Dunayev- 
skaya’s voluimnous other writings, plus many by people with whom she has 
worked, from her earliest days as secretary to ’Trotsky in 1937-38 to today Of 
s^ial importance to Africanists are the foUowing documents: (l)Her 1959 pam- 
l^et Nationalism* Communism* Marxist-Humanism and the Afro>Asian Revolu> 
fions (268^2723); (2) her writings on West Africa in 1961 and 1962 before and after 

‘J'"®<2906-3153 passim, 3184-3251) ; (3) a 1976 series of “Philosophic- 
Political Letters”(5l82-5300) which include discussion of the Portuguese and 
African revolutions of 1974-76, the civU war in Zimbabwe and the Soweto upris- 
ing; (4) the 1978 pamphlet Frantz Fanon* Soweto and American Black Thought 
(5305-5363), Witten by two colleagues of Dunayevskaya, Lou ’Turner and John 
Alan, and introduced by her.

Taken as a whole, Dunayevskaya’s three books and the Wayne State Univer
sity coUection contain an important contribution to African studies by a writer 
who has spent a lifetime as a political activist as weU as a theori&t. TTie passicmate 
commitment to human liberaUon is never absent from Dunayevskaya’s work 
yet at the same time there is no lack of theoretical and analytical rigor

William W. 
his doctoral

ftenscn is a Rasearch FeUow at the Boston University African Studies Center aod.is writing 
i mssertation on Zimbabwe.
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\
result of this nascent petty bourgeois stratum haring had at least the rudiments 
of western education. From the point of view of colonialism these educated 
Africans were invaluable tools in transforming the sedentary-pastoralist socie
ty that was pre-colonial Kenya to its own ends. The consequence of the ‘‘univer
sal factor of early access to formal educaUon, usuaUy through the 
schools” (p. 309) allowed this stratum to gain relatively weU paid positions as 
artisans, chiefs, headmen, and .clerks.

nie initial capitaJjigg^ to start up African petty trading enterprises came 
from savings these Africans were able to make from their wages. Kitching argues 
that the inter-war years were a period of great advancement opportunity and 
estimates the savings possibilities to be 20-30% of the gross income of those 
Africans with above average incomes (p. 279). A fortuitous combination of op- 
portumty and foresight enabled these men (and they were overwhelmingly male) 
to take advantage of the chances for accumulation that were being opened up 
Pre-colomal Kenyan society, Kitching points out, measured wealth in numbers 
of wives and Uvestock. An entire chapter (Livestock, Money and Bridewealth) 
IS devoted to this fascinating discussion. Those Africans who were both farsighted 
enough and able to, began to acquire land through freehold, lease, and customary 
law. Wealth was becoming measured in money, land, and capital. One signifi
cant consequence of this was for women increasingly to be removed from their 
previous position of control over African agricultural production.

During and after World War II a qualitative change occurred in Kikuyuland. 
Instead of African cultivators simply marketing their surplus (that amount of 
production above subsistence requirements) many peasants began iiHiiying their 
land solely for cash crop production. The impetus for this switch came from war- 
time price fluctuations which gave some cultivators a chance to peculate by 
growing cash crops that fetched higher prices. ‘The money earned was later 
used to purchase food requirements at lower prices; thus less labor time was 
^changed for more through the market. The qualitative change lay in the fact 
™t it increased the number of people completely dependent upon and firmly 
mtegrated with the capitalist market system; a phenomenon concentrated in those 
areas closest to the growi^ Nairobi market.

These changes were within the context of a colonial induced transformation
of the land tenure system that saw a shift from simultaneous land use rights to 
one of exclusive land use — in short the bourgeois form of land tenure. Those 
Africans willing and able to take advantage of this at the fortuitous junctures 
constitute the class whose creation the author is attempting to trace Kitching 
refers to th^ ^rly accumulators as being tough, persevering, and creative men 
who took full advantage of the limited opportunities available to them. In what 
might be termed, in the Weberian sense, the ‘protestantization’ of the petty 
bourgeoisie, Kitching writes:

In addition the experience of succeeding against the odds, by a mix
ture of good luck, initiative and ruthlessness, colours the attitude of 
most successful African families in Kenya toward the poor. Th^ vay 
often see the responsibility of the poor as being to emulate the suc
cessful and to make their way in the world by their own effwis, an 
individualistic attitude which is understandable among men wbo have 
themselves been in poverty, or whose fathers were. (p. 310)

It should be emphasized here, however, that the auttiw is not simply describ
ing the origins of the present day wealthy Nairobi elite. The petty bwrgeoisie

William W. Hansen

is itself highly differentiated and exists in towns throughout Kenya.
Kitching argues that independence produced almost no structural change 

m the Kenyan political economy: ‘‘... so far as the pattern of differentiation 
between Africans is c<Mica!iied the essential parameters had been laid down by 
1952.” (p. 315) Furthermore, ‘‘the position of European-owned commercial and 
industrial capital was entrenched politicaUy and economically, and gained the 
patronage and support of the new African rulers.” (p. 317)

If the primary mechanism for accumulation on the part of the Kenyan petty 
bourgeoisie has historically been savings derived from access to above average 
wages earned overwhelmingly through state employment, the question becomes 
how does the state finance its wage biU. Kitching’s response is that the state func
tions as a form of moThant capital; that is, it gains its revenues inimarily through 
the sphere of exchange. On the one hand, the stote, as does merchant capital 
pn^, buys cheap and sells dear. The difference between the two prices con
stitutes a sort of state profit made in a process that does not increase the total 
sum of commodities in circulation because the sUte is primarily engaged in ex
change rather than production. Kitching, however, acknowledges that only a small 
proportion of state revenues are accrued in this direct manner of state (or 
parastatal) buying and selling. ‘Tbe other vehicle for raising revalue through 
the sphere of exchange — a vastly greater amount — is through direct (34%) 
and indirect (57%) taxation. In this manner the state finances its wage bill.

It is here that Kitching’s argument becomes a bit more complicated as well 
as confusing. For example, he notes that regardless of where and how along the 
chain of exchange the government coUects its tax receipts)”... it is the final 
consumer of imported goods, of domestic manufactures or of exports who 
ultimately meete the tax bill.” (p. 416) Because Kenya’s export trade is geared 
toward Western Europe and Noitt America the final consumer is either the ad
vanced capitalist industry (raw materials) or the western working class (con
sumer goods). In the case of imports it is the rural producers and urban workers 
in Kenya. One fails to see bow this informs the reader of anything more than 
t^general observation that ultimately the working masses pay the bills. So,-what

The more important point the author is making is that the Kenyan tax struc
ture is such that it constanUy skims off a profit on already produced goods as 
they cutnilate and in so doing produces about 90% of state revenues. ’This in turn 
is used to fund the state wage bUl. The wage bUl, as has been mentioned earlier, 
keeps viable the dominant political and economic class and provides, such as 
it is, the main source of investment funds and capital accumulation in Kenya.

’The problem is that this form of accumulatiop has several structural limits. 
’The Kenyan state could increase its revenues by raising the price of its exports 
Kenya, h^ver, occupies such a peripheral position in the world economy that 
this would be impossible outside the context of a general price rise on a global 
scale. In short, Kenya does not have an OPEC oU card. In the case of Kenya the 
ma-e^ revenue would be offset by a similar rise in the cost of imports. As 
Kitching points out, Kenya’s solution is the road already trod by much of Latin 
America—external borrowing to cover the gap between rising expenditures and 
static or declining receipto. Of course this alternative has its own well known 
problems — witness Mexico and its $81 biUion external debt. At the same time
4* OiuWfT. 1982 ,,
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Kenya has no choice but to keep expanding the state sector and the jobs that it 
entails if for no other reason than to ensure social and political stability as the 
supply of job seekers constantly increases.

Kitching argues convincingly that “The central weakness of the Internal 
structure from the point of view of capital accumulation is simply that labour 
power within (Kenya) is not predominantly a commodity.”.^p. 419) The conse
quence of this is that much of Kenyan production (particularly agricultural), 
both in terms of means of production and labor power, takes place outside the 
moneUry sphere and is of a very low order of productivity. Si^ificant amounts 
of labor time and demand are used up either in immediate subsistence produc
tion or in barter exchange.

The answer to this problem, of course, is industrialization. However, as Kitch
ing correctly points out, this would entail a revolutionary change in the very 
system of accumulaUon that brought the present dominant petty IxWgeois class 
into being in the first place. Kitching is precisely correct when he writes:

The beauty of the mature capitalist mode of production as an agen
cy of capital accumulation is the following. Since the vast bulk of 
labour power is a commodity the control of wages represents effec
tive control over the bulk of consumption within the economy. Since 
the worker cannot live on the single conunodity which he produces, 
he or she must continue to sell his or her labour power, and must 
exchange the money form of that labour power for other commodities 
to live. Thus if, over the long term, the productivity of labour power 
is increased and real wages rise it is passible simulUneously to ex
pand output and consumption of that output, (p. 419)

Thus to unlock the structural cwistraints affecting the Kenyan ecomnny it must, 
in simple terms, industrialize. “It must endeavour to increase the production 
of use values, and of use values with a higher exchange value, if substantial capital 
accumulaUon is to occur. It cannot depend (indefinitely) upon price manipula- 
Uon.” (p.420)

Kitching argues, again persuasively, that the necessary investment funds 
to begin this process could come out of the wage bill. Although the public sector 
is clearly predominant Uie auUwr makes Uie same assertion regaling private 
sector wages which he shows also to come primarily from the non-productive 
sector; that is, the wholesale, retail, transport, and service industries. The 
evidence, he suggests, indicates that the bulk of this “investment pool” fails to 
go into the expansion of industrial and agricultural productivity but re-enters 
the sphere of exchange — commercial and service activities of various types.

It is here that the author equivocates a bit. What are the chances of signifi
cant changes in the investment pattern—a pattern typical (rf the petty bourgerasie 
everywhere? It is, he suggests, an “open historical question” as to whether this 
state class will attempt to convert itself into a boui^eoisie proper by investing 
in production. 'Hiis strikes the reader as unsatisfactory since Kitching’s own argu
ment, at least implicitly, indicates the opposite is taking place; that is, the Ken
yan petty bourgeoisie is deepening ite investment in the sphere of circulation. 
The logical path of inquiry - and one that is not pursued - would be to examine 
the reasons (structural, ideological, etc.) for these investment decisions. Is this 
petty bourgeois class capable or incapable of transforming itself? If it is, then 
Why, How? When? If not. Why Not? It is much too serious an historical ques
tion, in the words of the author, to leave open.

William W. Hansen

Kitching concludes with an interesting historical excursion into Marx’ con
cept of class and the nature of exploitation. As the author points out, Marx 
abstracted an ideal type capitalism in which one class (the bourgeoisie) 
all the means of production, and another (the proletariat) is forced to sell its 
labor power for a wage in order to survive as it owns no means ol production 
itself. Marx developed this abstract model in order to examine the inner work
ings of the capitalist mode of production. Although this ‘ideal type’ does not ex
ist anywhere in totality, it is most closely approximated by the conditions in 
Western Europe and North America. Since thte is not the predominant condition 
of labor and capital in Kenya (primitive accumulation in the Marxian sense has 
not taken place to an advanced degree and Kenya is clearly neither a slave nor 
a feudal society) class exploitation in the above ‘deep’ Marxian sense does not 
exist in Kenya.

’This might sound like a startling assertion but Kitching does have an in
teresting and provocative argument. In short, the Kenyan petty bourgeoisie both 
sells its own labor power (to the state or to the private sector for wages) while 
at the same time it hires labor power in agricultural or other businesses in which 
it has invested its savings. It should be remembered now that Kitching is refer
ring to that stratum which receives ‘above average’ wages — an admittedly dif
ferentiated and imprecise category. ’Thus while one can reasonably locate that 
group which has a higher standard of living (bourgeoU stratification theory) it 
is very difficult to locate the nature of class exploitation in this abstract Marx
ian sense. Simply said, although surplus labor is appropriated in Kenya, it is not 
clearly appropriated in the production process itself as in the case of fully 
developed capitalism since mature capitalist relations of production do not 
predominate. “

’Thus Kitching writes:
We must look for exploitation then not in the direct relation of surplus 
labour appropriator to surplus labour source but in the capacity of 
various strata to accumulate money in the form of capital... Very 
simply, those who can accumulate money and capital on any scale 
at all must be in control of part of the product of Kenya’s surplus 
labour, (p.449)

’Thus exploitation in the sense of appropriating surplus labor can be located more ^ 
by inference than directly in a specifically identifiable production relationship. 
Kitching concludes that a form of Marxist analysis must be used that substitutes 
for classical or technical Marxian class analysis a concept he calls the ‘mode 
of appropriation of stilus labor.’

To conclude, Gavin Kitching has produced an excellent piece of work both 
in the ‘standard historiographical’ sense and as a piece of Marxist theory. It is 
clearly not an undergraduate text and a full appreciation of the work would re
quire the reader to have some familiarity with Marxian theory and method as 
well as with some of the debates within Marxism. ’Those philistines unwilling to 
make that effort can restrict themselves to the first twelve chapters.

owns
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invaluable Resources on African Politics
in South Africa

F-
Richard Dale

A Quartaiiy Journal of Opinion on Africa and the Caribbean

TRANSAFRICA FORUM is a quarterly journal of opinion on 
matters pertaining to Africa and the Caribbean. The journal 
pre%nts an independent review of diRering perspectives on 
political, economic and cultural issues affecting black com
munities globally. The intent of the journal is to provide an 
expanded analytical framework which can be useful to a broad 
audience with a continuing commitment to African and Carib
bean advancement.

Thomas G. Karis and Gail M. Gerhart, CHALLENGE AND VIOLENCE, 
1953-1964 (Stanford: Hoover Institution Press, 1977), pp. xx, 825; $22.50.

Gail M. Gerhart and Thomas G. Karis, POLITICAL PROFILES, 1882-1962 
(Stanford: Hoover Institution Press, 1977), pp. xxiii, 178; $19.50

Susan G. Wynne (compiler), SOUTH AFRICAN POLITICAL 
MATERIALS: A Catalogue of the Carter-Karis Collection (Bloomington: 
distributed by the Indiana University Press for the Southern African Research 
Archives Project, 1977), pp, xx, 811; $35.00.

The Karis-Gerhart and Gerhart-Karis works constitute the third and fourth 
volumes, respectively of the monumental From Protest to Challenge: A 
Documentary History of Alrican Politics in South Africa, 1882-1964 edited by 
Professors ITiomas G. Karis of the Department of Political Science of the City 
College of the City University of New York and Gwendolen M. Carter of the 
Department of Political Science at Indiana University. Volume three contains 
seventy-seven separate documents, arranged in chronological order and 
group^ under three general headings: “The Congress Movement, 1953-1956,” 
(pp. 99-270), “The Last Stage of Non-Violence, 1957-May 1961,” (pp. 379-641), 
and “The Turn to Violence Since May 31,1961” (pp. 699-799). Each of the three 
clusters of documents (nos. 1-20,21-62, and 63-77) is introduced by an essay (pp. 
3-98, 273-378, and 645-698), each of which is admirably documented (with 272, 
230, and 124 endnotes, respectively). Dr. Gail M. Gerhart, who has become well 
known for her 1978 University of California Press study. Black Power in South 
Africa: The Evolution of an Ideology, wrote portions of two of the three in
troductory essays (namely pp. 16-19 and 307-344) in Challenge and Violence, 
1953-1964.

What is so remarkable about the third volume of the Karis-Carter magnum 
opus is that it can be used by both novice and senior scholar alike because it con
tains excellent primary materials (the documents) and a host of attractive

"TRANSAFRICA FORUM publications produce news and 
information which have been often exclusive, provocative, 
and very helpful in our deliberations. ”

Paul Tsongas (D-Mass.)
Senate Foreign Relations Committee

---------Volume 1, Number 2. FaH 1982 leoturet-
The United States and the Caribbean
The U.S.’ Special Relationship with the Caribtrean: 
An Interventionist Past and Future?

Chrrri D. Waters
The Caribbean Basin Initiative;
The t).S. Response to Caribbean Non-Alignment 

A. W. Singham A Shirley Hune 
Reagan Diptomacy in the Caribbean 

Proceedings of TransAfrica Forum Seminar

Published quarterly. Founded 1982.
Subscription Rates: $18/1 yr., $31/2 yts.. $44/3 yts.; Institu
tions $30/1 yr.. $55/2 yts., $85/3 yts. Domestic ftrst class add 
$7/yr. Outside U.S.A. add $8/yi‘. surface mail, $30/yr. airmail. 
Single copies (minimum order $10) $4.75/individtials, $8/insti- 
tutions (current issues); $10 (back issues). Subscription includes 
monthly Issue Briefs. ISSN; 0730-8876.

Kindly mail your order to: Richard Dale is Professor of Political Science at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
TRANSARICA FORUM 
Traraocllon Pwlodlcalt Comoilluin 
DcportfMnt 2000 
RutOM - nw State umvMlIy 
Ftew liunnvlek, NJ 06903 

foeknlv* dWiteuion m Europe and tho Btnwt Wm;
Korgor Ubtl AO, PMwigrobon 31, RO, CIM009, loaol SwHxorkind

Editor s Note: Our apoli^ies to Professor Dale and to our readers for the late publication of this review, 
submitted to us almost three years ago. That the manuscript was only recently found improperly placed In 
our ‘’completed corre
for many years, but which are steadily being overcome thanks to James R. Ainsworth and Kipley Guinn, 
who joined us at the start of the year. Since these books have to be considered ammg the dozen or so top 
research efforts on Southern Africa toaji^ar in the last decade we felt it important to publish the review. 
even at this late date. Another review by Professor Dale, submitted at the same time, alao appears in this 
issue.

0 nee" nie is indicative of the understaffing problems which have plagued us
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features that are interwoven with, help locate, and provide background and ex
planatory materials for these documents. Hence, the essays — which are works 
of scholarship in their own right and can.be read as such — are supported by a 
thoughtful bibliographical essay (pp. 807-810), chronology for the years covered 
by volume three (pp. 801-806), and an index of both personal names and 
organizations (pp. 811-825).

The fourth volume is primarily written by Dr. Gerhart (p.xxi), and it in
cludes both a bibliographic dssay (pp. 169-172) and an index of names (pp 
173-178). There are a total of 333 biographical sketches in the fourth volume 
along with some 68 photographs (on pp. [xxvi-xlv]). The authors provide aii 
explanation of just who was included among the 333 and who was not, and for 
what reasons (pp. xvii-xix), and they attempt to generalize about the 
socioeconomic and class origins of the biographees (pp. xix-xx). They feel 
much more confident, however, in discussing the importance of education at
tainments for the biographees, especially the African ones who received their 
secondary education in noted missionary schools and certain South African 
universities which were expressly for Africans or which were non-racial in their 
admissions (pp. xx-xxi). Both Professors Karis and Carter are well aware of the 
gaps and possible inaccuracies in volume four and regard this work as an on
going process in which they have invited other scholars to join (pp. xvii-xxiii). 
()f the333names,roughly 18% (59)containednodateofbirthorofdeath,sothat 
toe claims of incompleteness are expressions of hard fact and not necessarily of 
false modesty. A large number of the profiles are relatively short, but for
tunately for the research student, those dealing with more contemporary 
figures tend to be longer and more complete. It should come as no sunrise to 
the scholar of South Africa that a number of the biographees have left South 
Africa for exile in the United States, the United Kingdom, or Botswana.

Su^n G. Wynne's catalogue of toe C&rter-Karis collection, which is 
available from the Chicago-based Center for Research Libraries, covers 
seventy-one reels of microfilm The enumeration of the microfilms is somewhat 
confusing, for it uses regular numerals plus numerals followed by either an “A" 
or a “B. In what might be termed the regular mode of enumeration toe 
catalogue indicates the contents of reels 7-27, in the “A” suffix series it lists

Pi'ov'des details on reels 1B-19B and 
21B-29B. The compiler does not suggest why there is no inventory for what may 
^ presum^ to be reels 1 through 6 and reel 20B. Presumably, these reels may 
^ among those that Professors Karis and Carter have withheld from circula- 
tion because of political retribution against those persons still resident in South 

% Africa (pp, <11). The compiler, who was a graduate student in political science 
^ at In^ana Umversity (p. ii), utilized a typology or system for classifying 

these documents developed by Alan R. Taylor, an erstwhile librarian at^ 
Central African Federation Archives in Salisbury and subsequenUy Africana 
librarian at Indiana University (pp. vi-vii).

■Taken together, these three volumes constitute a treasure trove of material 
on African political activity in South Africa, and, as such, they will not only be 
regarded as a scholarly aitoievement of the highest order but also a great gift to 
their colleagues and to future generations of those who specialize in South 
African politics. Hopefully, such a fine collection of primary and secondary

AFUICA TODAY

Richard Dale

sources will be put out by these two prestigious presses for other nations in 
Southern Africa. Such collections, particularly when as well indexed as these 
and when accessible to others through the medium of inter-library loan, will 
help to reduce the ordinarily horrendous costs of undertaking research in 
Southern Africa itself and will bypass the nettlesome issue of securing visas for 
research in South Africa — costs and issues with which Professors Karis and 
Carter are only too familiar. These works ought to find a place of honor in all 

, university research collections in North America, the United Kingdom and the 
European continent, and Africa, and they should become standard works for 
the libraries of Western and African foreign offices and international organiza
tions concerned in part or in whole with the vital and important nation of South 
Africa. These three works will undoubtedly stand the test of time and enrich the 
storehouse of knowledge about the belov^, yet vexing country which has the 
longest unbroken history of African nationalist organizational behavior.

The ^^SulUvan Principles** Exposed
Ed Ferguson

EUzabeth Schmidt, DECODING CORPORATE CAMOUFLAGE: U.S. Business 
Support for Apartheid (Washington, D.C., Institute for Policy Studies, 1960) $4.95.

What are more than 350 U.S. businesses doing in apartheid South Africa? 
Making profits, of course. But the 135 that had implemented a code of business 
reform by late 1979 called the Sullivan Principles, understood the question as 
something more than a rhetorical one with a sin^e answer. The image they pro
jected was that of a "progressive force” for political and social change as well. 
The Sullivan Principles to which they adhered were desired to create equality 
in the workplace and, they argued, by ending racial discrimination and creating 
equal emplc^ent opportunity in the firm they would undermine apartheid from 
within.

/Elizabeth Schmidt is not one to accept images lightly, so she took up the 
challenge of the “reformed” corporate image and tested it against the South 
African practice of the Sullivan signatories. The result is her engaging book. 
Decoding Corporate Camouflage: U.S. Business Support for Apartheid. In it she 
combines a keen understandii^ of contemporary South African history with a 
careful analysis of the 1979 “[HDgress reports” of those 135 corporations to reach 
the conclusion that the image did not conform to reality. Throu^ a critical evalua
tion (rf these documents she demonstrates in a convincing manner that the capital 
intensive nature of those firms create relatively few jobs for blacks. Changes 
in employment practices are not impressive since th6 adoption of the employ
ment codes and what changes have taken place are often presented in a decep
tive manner. The corporations operate within the framework of South African 
law and their strategic role in supplying advanced teduiology and expertise work 
to strengthen rather than weaken the South African regime. Her conclusion is

Ed Feriuuo is AssWant Professor of History at Oregon SUte University, Corvallis, Oregon.
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that U.S. corporations perpetuate apartheid in a “modernized” form The new 
^^?e^a^d “ camouflaging corporate

tf, ® format which includes a concise background
to apartheid and U.S. mvestment, examination of the evidence from the 1979 
reports and plantation of her conclusions. The clear prose is accompanied by 
informative tobies and graphs. There is a good map of South Africa with the 
homelanj identified. An appendix of 25 pages includes the guideline to the

Sullivan Praciples; the names of the 135 signatories as well as the names of Se 
reniaimng U.S businesses in South Africa which did not sign the Sullivan Prin- 

d^ument from the African National Congress and a 1979 resolu- 
■" U S. corporations to get

°*K Africa rather than reform” their activities. The book ends with

In her historical account of the economic roots of apartheid, the author
maintained by institutionalized 

racism that draws foreign corporations to South Africa. The “attractive invest
ment clunate cannot withstand the eradication of apartheid. Reforms which

Tir ‘*»e past decade. The U.S. responsetook toe ora ofthe Sultan Praciples in 1977, shortly after toe Soweto upiSng.
it preceded by a British “reformed” code in 1974 and
vTn ^ ^ similar^es adopted by toe European Economic Communi

ty in 1977 and Canada in 1978. Schmidthotes that toe Wiehahn and Riekert Com- 
missiOM were set up by the South African goyemment for the same purpose of 

plugging toe loopholes” to make toe existing system work
An interesting account of the Reverend Leon Sullivan, toe individual whose 

name ^me synonymous with toe U.S. code, is given by the author. SuUivan

“solution” was based on the {H^emise that U.S. business should 
stay m South AfnM as a progressive force” for change rather than pull out

^ investigation are toe
In ^ re">P)®‘«* ^tionnaires submitted by the 135 signatories

fk* ^^ciples. She weighs them for evidence of progress as definedintr^uction of eqi^

ir„'Sr.ar5«.KS3:‘,s^i’„^e^

Ed Ferguson

only to introduce a single black siipervisor where there was none before to “im
prove” employment practices 100% and receive a mark of “good progre^” from 
the Arthur D. Little Company which created and evaluated toe questionnaire 
forms. Another practice of the corporations was to “promote” blacks to posi
tions vacated by advancing whites without substantially increasing toe wage of 
the blacks. The position had been given a lesser title to rationalize the lucrative 
practice. By such means toe Sullivan Principles could be made >> very profitable 
code by which to operate. Schmidt uncovers other cases of tokenism and decep
tion on toe part of toe corporations and toe Arthur D. Little Company.

The weakness in this pioneering wcx'k is unavoidable and common to works 
about South Africa which are limited to written and published sources. We do 
not hear from the Africans themselves. In this case, the black employed of the 
U.S. corporations are silent. She compensates by presenting statements by 
distinguished black leaders like Percy C^boza, Dr. Nathan Motlana, and Bishop 
Desmond Tutu. Schmidt can also take pleasure in knowing that this innovative 
study and its omission is the stimulus for a recent study by a team of German 
investigators into the South African employment practices of 12 firms head
quartered in the Federal Republic of Germany. Those investigators managed 
to interview toe black employees of the firms. Their findings, based on those in
terviews, confirm Schmidt’s conclusion that toe “fair employment” codes of 
f(H«ign enterprises jn South Africa are merely window-dressing for an exploitative 
relationship based on race and class. The German report, entitled “Tlie Dilem
ma of Code Three,” is available from toe South African Council of Churches, 
Khotso House. De Villiers Street, Johannesburg 2001.

Two points should be made in conclusion. Schmidt has anticipated toe skep
tic who argues that U.S. corporate practice in South Africa might have improv
ed since 1979. In the Spring 1982 issue of Ufahamu she publishes her most recent 
findings based on toe October 1981 “progress reports” of 144 signatories. She con
cludes that corporate practice has not improved; indeed, she discovers that in 
certain areas the small gains observed in 1979 were no longer apparent. This most 
recent issue of Ufahamu is available for $3.50 from the African Activist Associa
tion, African Studies Center, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

The final point is for those who read toe book and agree with her conclusion 
that corporate “reform” is a fraud^and does nothing to eradicate apartheid. But, 
if toe Sullivan Principles are merely .corporate camouflage, what can be done 
by those in this counbV who want to contribute tO the struggle against apartheid? 
We must learn from toe people in Reverend Sullivan’s hometown of Philadelphia. 
Through local efforts toe divestment campaign built up to toe point where, on 
June 17,1982, toe mayor signed into law toe strongest divestment bill passed by 
a major American city. Approximately $70,000,000 of the city’s pension fund will 
be divested over the next two years from U.S. corporations doing business in South 
Africa and Namibia. We must note this significant development in Reverend 
Sullivan’s backyard. The message is clOar: cotporate complicity with apartheid 
can only be ended by popular movements, not by toe corporations. Let us prac
tice what Reverend Sullivan preached before his “historic compromise” with 
the boeu'd of General Motors in 1977.

X
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AMERICA'S 
LEADING MAGAZINE 
ON AFRICA The Human Cost of the Group Areas 

Act in Cape Town
Publisher: Ronald E. Springwaler 
Editor: Anthony J. Hughes

William F. Lye

^ WKtern, OUTCAST CAPE TOWN (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Pr^, IMI) XVI + 373 pp., maps, tables, illustrations, bibliography, notes and 

(Also, Cape Town, Pretoria and Johannesburg: Human

Outcast Cape Town demonstrates conclusively the validity of using yet 
^^^ipline to waluate the impact of apartheid on the social fabric of South 
Mnra. This time John Western applies the field of Social Geogra^y to analyze 
the Group Areas Act as it intrudes upon place and the interaction of the Coloured 
people of Cape Town.

Western’s cool, dispassionate analysis of the facts contributes much to the 
credibUity of his work, though his intense feeling penetrates through to the 
rMder, particularly in his concluding chapter. TTie reader cannot escape the con
cisions which his study produces: the Group Areas Act has created a pernicious 
effect upon the citizens of that great city, but it has done so differentially. WhUe 
It IS demonstrated to have achieved one ideal of apartheid: that of the physical 
sepMaaon of the ethnic groups. Western shows that it as strongly failed in another 
pial: tltat of reducing friction. Western’s contention is that people who once saw 
• as fellow Capetonians have now become strangers and antagonists
isolated by space from each other - the Cape Coloureds have no longer a direct 
mterest in the mainstream of the life of that city.

The outline of his book is simple. He begins by identifying “Themes and Ac
tors, the Coloured people, by offering a brief sketch of their origins and of the 
stereotyped perception Whites have of them. Then he examines what Cape Town 
once was before the Groiqi Areas Act. He next describes the theory and intent 
of apartheid..

Using the theory of apartheid. Western creates a “model” city He 4 
mampulates that “ideal” to conform to the limits imposed by the exisO 
^elc^iments in Cape Town. Having cmnpleted his theoretical and apfriied mod 
ing, he next examines what actually happened in the city, emviiiAing that i 
tuaUy politiis achieved between 71 and 80 percent of the theoretical model, th
confirmuig the extent to which social plannm were prepared to carry their telii
in changing the existing urban landscape.

Part III, “People” is perhaps the most moving part of his study. In it he ex- 
amuiK the impact of the removals necessary to achieve the plan on the lives 
of the Coloured people of Mowbray, a southern suburb of the city. Through his 
reports of an elaborate survey he conducted amongst ex-Mowbrayites who ex
perienced removal, he tells of the impact of that brutal law on individual per-

A Publication of the African-American Institute

A nonpartisan newsnr^ne of African affairs featuring in-'deplh studies, 
reports from correspondents, and current news analyses from the whole of 
Afnca. Afnca Report has an impressive track record of forecasting major 
changes and developments in African affairs and is considered essential 
reading for those whose fiersonal or professional interests require them to 
Keep abreast of what is happening in the fast changing continent. '

Regular features include:

African Update: Detailed reports on events on a region-by-region and 
country-by-county basis, culled from 250 publications and radio stations in 
Afnca and around the world.

In Washington; Regular analyses of the United States/African relations 
with special emphasis on how United States policy is formulated.

opments take place, readers have an insider s advance understanding. .'

Book Reviews
Recent issues include: 
• Women: Critical to African Devetopment By Ambassador Mildred Makneo Tau

•' Nontraditional Training lor Women in the Arab World

• Rellections on Development Myths .

• Africa trom a Strategic Perspective s Afncan Women on the Screen ■

^Published si* times a year Founded 1957

*'8' 1 y' -

Transaction Periodicals Consortium 
Department TA rooo 
Rutgers—The State University 
New Bninswlck. NJ 08903

Please address Inquiries 
and orders to:

LoeMTuuh^ “ ^ College of Humaniaet. Arte k Sodal Services at Utah SUte Unhrenity,
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sonalities. He cooly describes the statistical impact of the changes in terms of 
the inconvenience or convenience of the moves in regard to such factors as ac
cess to work, to family associations, to shopping, to church attendance, to trans
portation, etc. Western’s charts on the changing values (rf the Mowbray iHt)perties, 
and his many maps, charts and photographs summarize his story well. The 
scholarly dispassion of his writing heightens the emotional impact for the reader. 
But, perhaps the most telling parts of his writing are the wotes from victims 
of the system, carefully pared to address only specdh? Shbjects under 
examination.

His treatment of the “Gentrification” of the Chelsea cottages vacated by the 
removals and then occupied by “young liberals” at favorable prices touched me 
personally. I visited the area while the removals were under way and knew of 
the financial boon this process gave to whites.

The final section of the book, entitled “Prospects,” describes the essential 
failure of the Group Areas Act. It describes the spontaneous emergence of squatto- 
shantytowns created by the swarms of migrants who exceed the planners inten
tions. This particular phenomenon began as early as the Dutch settlements began. 
Recent new articles (e.g. The Star, December 4, 1982) demonstrate it is still 
a problem. The author describes the emergence of th^ squatter communities 
and estimates that as many as a fifth of the population of Cape Town live in them.

The author’s treatment of “Influx Control” laws and the “Eiselen Line” which 
the government uses to define the Cape District as a White and Coloured preserve 
by expelling Black Africans, extends his thesis beyond the removals of the tradi
tional Coloured residents of the city of the Cape Flats. Here he discusses the 
crowded shantytowns of squdtters which ill^Uy crowd the fringes of the city. 
In this he emphasizes the breakdown of state planning. He writes of vacillations 
of government; sometimes ruthlessly harassing and expelling the illegal Blacks 
back to their Homelands and bulldozing their shanties, sometimes benignly ig
noring them, or even consulting with self-made leados amongst the squatters 
in an attempt to create some order out of the chaos. While this is also a story 
of “Outcast Cape Town” it differs from the main thrust of the book. Nonetheless, 
it reflects another grim side to apartheid.

-The last chapter offers reflections and predictions regarding the outcome 
of the policies of the Group Areas Act. The author personalizes his predictions 
by relating the experiences of his own research to a more recent return to Cape 
Town at the critical time of the breakdown of order amongst the Coloured com
munities of Cape Flats. His conclusion is frightening; “Humanistic geography, 
among other things, implies looking at the city through the texture of the lives 
of its inhabitants. Seen this way, the astonishing physical beauty of the Cape 
Peninsula is metamorphosed into a remarkably bleak experience of living for 
many Capetonians. . . . Not only is such an account distressing, it bodes ill for 
any peaceful future.” (p. 327)

This articulate book is sober reading for every Serious student of the region.

Contrasts in Attacking Racism
■ c in South Africa, %-

Richard W. Sales

L. 'Ted Behrens, I AM SOUTH AFRICA (New York: Vantage Press, 1979) nn 
96; ^.95, hardcover.

Paddy CoUigan, SOWETO REMEMBERED: ConversaUons with Freedom 
Fighters (Atlanta: World View Publishers, 1981) pp. xiv, 115; *3.25. paperback.

How Can ^ericans be convinced <rf the evil of the system of Apartheid as 
it IS practised in South Africa? Here are two widely contrasting approaches The 
first is a short autobiography by ‘Lot’ Behrens, a man bom ‘Coloured’ in that 
Md country. What Behrens experiencedis somewhere between the white mid- 
me class upbringing, with few aspects to disUnguish it from the sort of life most 
Americans experience, and the life we shall probably never know, the black Sada- 
Dimbaza upbringing, shrouded in disease, poverty and ignorance. He was poor 
but bnght and m those days of swiss cheese apartheid, he slipped through the 
holes to reach university and a brief teaching career. It was music that turned 
I^t Behrens from the semi-privileged position he enjoyed toward the situation 
of the black majority in his country. In his book the turn is documented with lines 
from what one guesses were songs he wrote at various times.

^hrens was not a political figure, yet he was picked up with others in a poUce 
crack-down when students at Fort Hare went on strike, and, like so many in South 

who do not enjoy the privilege of being white, the experience left an in- 
dehble mark. His book, un[xetentious, sometimes rambling, very human may 
r^ch some people who never thought of the situation in South Africa in terms 
of personalities and human lives.

CoUigan, by contrast, writes in a deUberately leftist style. Although he sub- 
Utles his book “Conversations with freedom fighters,” don’t look for 
autobiographical chapters. It is rather the case that each interviewee is a vehi
cle for exposing another aspect of South Africa’s inhumane situafion His au
dience, as Lany Holmes states in the introduction, is already dedicated, and his 
purpose is “that his book wiU be a valuable resource ... in ripop^ning active 
support for the African RevoluUon.” ’This is not a book to give to the chairman 
of the local bank or Aunt NeUie to heighten their consciousness.

Om chapter in particular impressed me. ’ITiat was EUen Musialela’s chapter 
speaking about the service of Namibian women to SWAPO, and the battle they 
stiU must fight amid the freedom struggle to be regarded as fuUy devoted and 
equal parties to the fight. It impressed me because in it I felt I met a real person 
whose personaUty shone through the prose. In others the humanity of the inter-

I

%

Richard W. Sales, after 25 years in South Africa and Botswana, is now a theological educator In Zambia. 
In 1982 be was \Wting rrofessor oi tbe World i[%urch at Chicago Theological Seminary, niinois.
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viewee often seemed submerged in a series of standard phrases while CoUigan’s 
running commentary provided the stoty line and the facts. And on the subject 
of facts, a fair number were stated without giving sources. This, I believe, is 
dangerous, because the defenders of Apartheid are armed with piles of sources 
and the net effect can toooften be a matter of “Yes, they did” — “No, they didn’t.”

The sense of outrage engendered in a sensitive person by Behrens’ artless 
life story is almost wholly lacking in CoUigan’s work. His book is for the already 
angry, to fan sparks into flame.

Lesotho's Dependency
Richard Dale

Gabriele Winai-Stroin, DEVELOPMENT AND DEPENDENCE IN LESOTHO 
THE ENCLAVE OF SOUTH AFRICA (Uppsala, Sweden: The Scandinavian In
stitute of African Studies, 1978), pp. 186, Skr. 45:-.

Among Africanists and students of African international poliUcs, it has been 
conventional wUdom that the Kingdom of Lesotho is a client or hostage state 
of the Republic of South Africa and hence worth studying only in the context of 
South African hegemony in Southern Africa. ’This assumpUon goes back as far 
as the late Jack Hapem’s Penguin paperback South Africa’s HosUges (1965) and 
perhaps even further to the 1935 Pirn Report on the Financial and Economic Posi
tion of Basutoland, sponsored by the British Government.

Gabriele Winai-Strom, a member of the Department of Peace and Conflict 
Research at Uppsala University in Sweden, has previously published two 
monographs on Lesotho under the aegis of this particular Department at Upp
sala University, and it appears as though this book is the published version of 
her doctoral dissertaUon on Lesotho, presumably written under the direcUon of 
Professor Lars Riidebeck (p. 5). ’The author has conducted field work in Lesotho 
on two separate occasions (1970 and 1975) and has also conducted interviews with 
Basotho in Sweden, which are now available in a monograph form. Opinions of 
Ruling and Exiled Leaders of Lesotho (cited on p. 164, note 24 and on p. 170, note 
23). Whether she has a reading and/or speaking ability in Sesotho is not clear 
from the text or endnotes, but if she did not have such fluency, it seems not to 
have diminished the quality or quantity of research she was able to conduct in 
the Kingdom of Lesotho itself.

Dr. Winai-Strdm’s interest in Lesotho stems from her larger interest in the 
field of dependency theory in international political economics, a theory which 

jisually traces its empirical roots to Latin America (and its links with the United 
States of America). Consequently, her detaUed table of contents indicates the 
somewhat limited range of her inquiry to such topics as socioeconomic change 
(chapter 2), poliUcal parties (chapter 3), state institutions (chapter 4), and 
governmental development policies (chapter 5). The overarching notion of this 
study is that Lesotho has a penetrated poUty, economy, and society and U less 
abte to defend its sovereignty now than it was in the 19th century, which appears 
toiler as the golden age of Basutoland. Other scholars have taken this line of 
rolling one step further and designated South Africa as a sub-imperial power 
which does the bidding of its Western investors; under such circumstances these 
schoUrs would assert that Lesotho is dwninated by South Africa which, iii turn,
is a Western proxy. NaturaUy, there are other ways to organize and conceptualize '=V
studies on Lesotho which include, among others, the analysis of small power 
foreign policies — something which Dr. Winai-Strom seems to ignore — and how 
best to strengthen Lesotho relaUve to South African blandishments by the use 
of external aUies and patrons — something which the author does to a rather 
limited extent.

TTie book is very weU documented (with some 439 endnotes), it contains two 
maps, but not a single large-scale map of Lesotho, and 27 tobies and diagrams,
Rictaud Dale is Professor of PoUUcal Sdence at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
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p well as two appendices. The bibliography (on pp. 177-186) is especially helpful 
in terms of Lesotho government documents, but unfortunately it omits the name 
of the publisher for books and the appropriateagination for articles. The book 
contains a small number of syntactical flaws ahd spelling or printing errors, and 
its most important drawback is the lack (rf a detailed index; otherwise, one would 
be tempted to recommend it as a solid reference work. All things considered, 
however, it is a substantial, well-organized, thoughtful, and provocative work 
of scholarship dealing with an important theme in the literature of dependency 
in the third world.

Esgayg on Nigerian Political Economy
Peter Koehn

Gavin WillUms, STATE AND SOCTETY IN NIGERIA (Idanre, Ondo State- 
Afrografika Publishers, 1980) pp. 164; N 4.50.

The Hoover ingtitution Archiveg
SUte and Society brings together a number of essays previously published 

by the author (including “Politics in hfigeria” by Williams and Terisa Turner) 
m a single paper-boimd volume. The book presumably is aimed principally at 
readers within Nigeria. In particular, the publishers “strongly recommend it to 
the policy makers and aspiring poliUcians in Nigeria ...” (cover).

Gavin Williams has articulated an important perspective on Nigeria’s 
poliUcal economy, adequately represented by the selecUons included in this 
volume, that merits wide dissemination and consideration in Nigeria. Never- 
tMess, State and Society is likely to disappoint many readers (or several reasons. 
First, the author has added little new discussion of contemporary political and 
economic relations or further reflection on prior conditions to his previously 
published accounts. Aside from a ten page “Postface” and an even briefer selec
tion on “Agriculture in Nigeria, 1979”, aU of the essays found in this book were 
written in the early or mid 1970s.

OrcespedaUy regrets that Williams did not utilize the iqjportunity presented
by pubhcahon of this book to assess recent developments affecting Nigerian socie
ty. Fewer than half of the ten pages written specifically for this volume (pp 15-19) 
are devoted to extending his historical/class analysis to cover such important 
^t-1975 events as the transition to civilian rule, the 1979 elections, the creation 
of additional states, industrial expansion, worker wage demands and farmer pro- 
tete, and government fiscal and economic policies. The postface fails to men- 
bon, no lew to explore, the significance of the 1976 local government reform, the 
Und Use Decree of 1978, the move to relocate the federal capital at Abuja and 
shifbng revenue allocation patterns.

In addition, no effort has been made to link the essays presoited in State 
and Swiety either conceptuaUy or chronologically. Ibe result is an incomplete 
and at times confusing collection of the author’s treatments of selected asp^ts 

Indeed, the two main selections included in the book 
( Nigeria: A Political Economy” and “Politics in Nigeria”) contain redundant 
descriptions of the impact of the Udoji awards (pp. 54; 98-9), labor agitation (pp. 
43,54; 82,86,94-5), indigenization measures (pp. 51-2; 94), the expansion of federal 
pvemment authority (pp. 48-50,54-5; 86,95,100), the “institutional revolution” 
to be ^ded by state technocrats (pp. 49-50; 92, 95), and other subjects. Such 
repetitious treatments reinforce the initial sense‘of disappointment one ex- 
penences upon discovering that SUte and Society constitutes a reproduction of 
the author s earlier essays rather than a fresh, integrated, and comprehensive 
analysis and critique of Nigerian society and politics.

Janet L. SUnley

Charles G. Palm^nd Dale Reed. GUIDE TO THE HOOVER INSTITUTION 
ARCHIVES. Hoover Bibliographic Series, 58. (Stanford; Hoover Institution 
Press, 1980) pp. 418; $50.00

The Hoover Institution Archives, representing documentary residuals from 
the active and extensive scholarly programs at the Hoover Institution since its 
inception in 1919, focuses on political, economic and social materials in keeping 
with the research mission of the parent institution. Although more than 3500 
accessions deposited through 1978 are listed in the present volume, only a very 
small proportion of the Archives relates to Africa: 5.4 percent by actual number 
and 1.1 percent by volume of collection. Hie African accessions encompass 
papers and documents relating to colonialism, colonial administration, 
ethnography, nationalism and revolutionary movements. It is necessary to use 

^ the subject index to locate these African materials, since entries in the body of 
the guide are arranged alphabetically. Fortunately, the index is both detailed 
(one quarter of the volume) and well-constructed. Subjects, place names and 
personal names are indexed—even ones which do not appear in the main entry 
notations, e g., the index citation for Adegoke Adelabu refers the user to the 
George Jenkins Papers, although the main entry does not reveal that materials 
directly relevant to Adelabu exist here. Hoover Library microfilms of other 
archival deposite are also catalogued and indexed in this guide. The 
introductory essay describes the history, scope and use of this major archival 
repository.

For Africanists the guide to the Hoover Archives supplements but does not 
replace the earlier guide African and Middle East CoUections: A Survey of 
Holdings at the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, by Peter 
Duignan (Stanford, 1971), 37 pp. Nor does it supplant the description of the 
Hoover Institution found in the even earlier Handbook of American Resources 
for African Studies, by Peter Duignan (Stanford, 1967), pages 121-127, which 
itself is currently being updated by the forthcoming African Studies 
Information Resources Directory. Nevertheless, the present guide to the 
Hoover Archives, because it is after all a catalogue and not a descriptive 
survey, will be more appropriate and useful in research library reference 
collections rather than for personal acquisition.

Janel L. Stanley is Librarian at The Museum ot African Art. SmiUisonian Institute. Washington. D.C
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In spite of these limitations, State and Society still provides an important 

reference for those unfamiliar with Williams’ work. Policy makers would be well 
advised, in particular, to devote serious consideration to his penetrate and pro
vocative insights regarding the role of workers as “a ‘political elite’ expressing 
tte demands of the poor in general...” (pp. 45-7), the exploitative and ineffi
cient nature of high-technology agricultural development schemes organized 
along state socialist as well as capitalist tines (pp. 137-44,160-1,12-13), and the 
impact of the “conunerdal triangles” composed of “private Nigerian middlemen, 
state ‘gatekeepers’ or compradores, and representatives of foreign firms” which 
shape state policy and economic relations (pp. 89-90,103-4). The main contribu
tion of these essays lies in the author’s incisive, historically informed analyses 
of macro-level political-economic relations. To the various h^ics treated in these 
flections, Williams consistenUy af^lies a critical perspective that is grounded 
in and guided by “radical rejection of ‘development’ through the exploitation 
and subjection of producers, whether in the name of ‘socialism’ or ‘liberalism’, 
and a commitment to the ‘emancipation of labour’, the creation of conditions 
which enable people to produce freely, in coop^tion with one another, rather 
than under the direction of capital and the state” (p. 12).

The author shows little interest in predicting the future of Nigerian society 
in any of these essays. He does explicitly discard his early faith in the capacity 
of the state to bring about the national development of capitalism (pp. 12-15). He 
also anticipates further political insUKlity in Nigeria under military or civilian 
rule (pp. 103-4).

Basically, however, Williams is vague and rautious about prospects f« 
change in prevailing social, political, and economic relations. Is Nigeria 
ing from classic dependence into dependent development in ways that resemble 
Brazil’s experience, as Peter Evans suggests?’ Unfwtuhately, Gavin WillUms
has not specifically addressed this question in SUte and Society (see p. 14). Other
issues with important implications for the future are raised in the book without 
being treated exhaustively. ’Thus, while Williams decries the inabUity of industrial 
workers and cocoa farmers “to chaUenge the system of income distribution and 
the distribution oi political power in Nigerian society” and their failure to create 
“any broader political organizations of the wiuiting class, or of the poor,” and 
foresees “no immediate prospect of the emergence of a significant socialist party” 
(pp. 19,47,131), be elects not to explore the primary reasons why mass collec
tivity mobilization has failed to occur in Nigeria.^ As a result, he is unable to 
offer any concrete insights concerning how the principal constraints on political 
change might be overcome and the creation of a pr^iular and powerful “socialist 
movement” facilitated (see p. 19).

EthHidty and Political Cohesion
Omatayo E. Asgill
John R. Cartwright, POLITICAL LEADERSHIP IN SIERRA LEONE (Toron
to: University of Toronto Press, 1978) pp. 308; $17.50.

’This study investigates the administration of the first two leaders of indepen
dent Sierra Leone, namely the Margai brothers. It observes that the style of 
leadership pursued by each was diametricaUy opposed to the other. WhUe Dr. 
Milton was conservative, paternalistic, abstemious, and preferring a “brokerage” 
system of poUtical action. Sir Albert was flamboyant but prodigally incautious, 
and without a consistent political ideology.

However, Sir Albert’s comparative failure was hardly a consequence of his 
style of leadership; it was parUy a legacy of Dr. Milton’s conservatism which 
had tended to exacerbate ethnic suspicion. Sir Albert, on the other hand, did not 
him^ possess the resources to cope with a variety of emergent post-indqjendent 
piriitical developments, and social and economic expectations which were becom
ing rife towards the end (rf Sir Milton’s term of office. For example, a growing 
political awareness had created many interest groups 
education had come with a questioning attitude and “ 
tique of authority.” More immediately, the combination of cupidity, naivete and 
an uninteliigent overeamestness in initiating economic projects led to very 
disastrous deals. Sir Albert’s final desperate acts to rely too heavily on Mende 
support and to attempt to impose a one-party state brought about his downfall.

Cartwright’s work appropriately begins with an incisive analysis of the 
political history of Sierra Leone: the “Creole-Countryman” hostility latxight about 
by the lack of political foresight on the part of Creole leaders (the U.P.P.) in 
advocating separateness when they had no meaningful electoral advantage; the 
Mende-Northemers tension which led to the formation of self-preserving 
ethnically-based political parties; and the challenges to the authority of tradi
tional chiefs who were now compelled to function within the wider limits of a 
nation-state, especially with the introduction of the 1951 constitution, the first 
major step towards independence.

Imeed, the author is correct in deducing that ethnicity and regionalism are 
the strongest bases for political cidiesion in Sierra Leone. He demonstrates more 
intimate knowledge of the interaction and behavior of ethnic and cultural groups 

, and their ramifying aspirations which, in turn, inform the policy and reaction 
of leaders.

Also, the writer presents a perceptive analysis of the changing social attitudes 
and patterns of economic relationship which point towards “modernization” but 
which are frustrated by a comip^ relationship of depaidence on major foreign 
firms, and the Lebanese. More significantly, he notes that there are severe prob-

mov- , and increased access to 
‘a weakening of the mys-

I. Peter Evus, DepeeSeel DeretapiMat: The AUUeceof MoHliuUeaal, SUIe, ud Local Capital la Brazil 
(Priocetoo: Princetoa University Press, 1979), pp. 30H5.

Z For instance, be completely (Esregards the actions, values, and interests at the intelligentsia. '
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lems when a leader in the third world attempts to alter a “peripheral relation
ship,” a hangover of a colonial economy, and which leaves such countries “at 
the mercy of capitalist price-fixing cartel?.” He sees these problems as arising 
from the very conspiracy and self-interest of the developed world. A self-reliant 
industrialization by a third world country is likely to pi^uce at the outset only 
second rate goods which a growing complacency in attitudes and taste among 
Its citizens predicUbly wUl reject. In the case of Sierra Leone, matters are not 
helped at all with an economy that is over-dependent on depleting mining 
resources.

A major risk in this study U the ambitious attempt to reduce Sierra Leone 
politics into a paradigm of African or third world states. Cartwright at one point 
admitted, in fact, that his aim is to endow the book with a prescriptive value! 
The examination of political leadership in Sierra Leone is subordinated, too often 
to generalized discussions of political and geo-economic structures of the third 
world. One questions the clwice for this purpose of Sierra Leone with a popula- 
tion of three and one half million people vis-a-vis other more populous countries 
with far more significant prototypal Impact. Apparently, a brief speU of lec
tureship at Fourah Bay College seems to have presented the opportunity to pro
duce a book on Africa. Elaborate theorizing, as with ethnic organization and 
mobility, especially ouUlde the subject of Sierra Leone, renders this study 
needlessly pedantic and tedious in parts. A corollary is the fatiure to resist long- 
drawn deductive minutiae which tend to detract from the force of an argument

Certainly, John Cartwright cannot pretend to be unaware of the loaded pejwa-
tive meanings of the word “tribe” which occurs throughout his book. “Exp^” 
on Africa, it is expected, should be more discriminating in their choice of words 
especiaUy those which only perpetuate unfair stereotypes of the continent. The 
research method adopted has very dubious scientific validity. The translations 
of a set of student evaluators who conducted field interviews without tape 
recorders, or any attempt at verbatim transcription, leaves much to be desired

Some statistical figures need to be revised. On p. 36, the Creoles are 50,000 
presumably by the end of the slave trade, but on Footnote 59 p. 205, Freetown 
population (1948 census), which includes aU ethnic groups, is only 64,576 - with 
“non-nativ^” (Creoles) 17,331. If these figures are correct, then the incongru
ity of a declme in the population of Freetown ought perhaps to be explained (Of 
course, there was a massive exodus of “liberated Africans,” mainly of Yoruba 
extraction, who repatriated to Nigeria.)

Despite its short-comings, this study on political leadership in Sierra Leone 
is exhaustive, well-structured and vividly expounded. A? a case study its 
relevance goes beyond the particulars of Sierra Leone, and, indeed, succeeds 
in some respects as a model of the predicament leaders face today in African

A Provocative Stwidy of Islamic Politics
Ervlng E. Beauregard

Alexander S. Cudsi and Ali E. Hillal Dessouki, eds., ISLAM AND POWER 
(Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1981), 204 pp., $20.00.

Islam and Power resulted from a series of seminars and conferences spon
sored by the Hellenic Mediterranean Centre for Arabic and Islamic Studies. 
Following the introduction by Cudsi, the Centre’s Director, and Dessouki, Cairo 
University, the ten contributions are “Activism and Quietism in Islam; The Case 
of the Early Murji’a” by Michael Cook, University of London; “Towards a Muslim 
Theory <rf History” by Hionias Naff, University of Pennsylvania; “The Ideologisa- 
tion of Islam in the (tontemporary Muslim World” by Ali Merad, University of 
Lyon; “Changing Concepts of Authority in the Late Ninth/Fifteenth and Early 
Tenth/Sixteenth Centuries” by Ann Lambton, London; “Ayatollah Khomeini’s 
Concept of Islamic (Jovernment” by Abbas Kelidar, London; “Official Islam and 
S^i Brotherhoods in the Soviet Union Today” by Alexander Bennigsen, Univer
sities of Paris and Chicago; ‘"The Resurgence of Islamic Organizations in Egypt: 
An Interpretation” by Ali E. Hillal Dessouki; “Religious Resistance and State 
Power in Algeria” by Jean-Claude Vatin, University of Aix-en-Provence; “Islam 
and Power in Black Africa” by Donal B. Cruise O’Brien, London; and “Islamic 
Resurgence; A Critical View” by P.J. Vatikiotis, London.

What emerges is the general vindication of the volume’s title. Islam, being 
a total way of life, must enter the world of every believer’s existence. Inevitably, 
this must surface as the use of power in every context — political, economic, 
social, cultural, and religious. Such a development is aU the more evident in the 
20th century when vast upheavals have produced the marked resurgence of Islam.

We need reminders, as Naff produces, of the intimate tieup in Islam of 
historical memory (or Mstoricism) and salvation. Since salvation demands public 
behavior whirti stems from understanding Allah’s impositions, this issues only 
from accurate knowledge of the wMxb and deeds of Muhammad, his Companions, 
and early successors (p. 24). Since throughout the ages both the forces of evil, 
renegades within the bosom of Islam and Uft^external secular/religious titans, 
have buffeted Islam, there exists perennially the fertile ground far a mujaddid 
(raiovator). Hence there should be no surprise at the contemporary [dienomenon 
in this vein of resurgence.

Moreover, the invocation of the historical memory should prepare humani
ty for the Muslim use of power in a sense that might be revolting to the non
believer. As Kelidar notes, Muhammad “personally punished offenders, chop
ped off the thieves’ hands, flogged and stoned adulterers and adulteresses respec
tively in order to ensure the prevalence of his just rule. ..” (p. 81).’Ihus Muham
mad’s successors have the same obligation of enforcing obedience to the laws . 
of Islam. Con^uently, ”... what Khomeini seeks in the propagation of his con
cept of Islamic government is to theocratise the state and politics, and at the 
same time politicise Islam and the religious establishment” (p. 85).

El >iiig E. Beaurrfard, PhD., is Proresscr of History si the University of Dsyton, Osyton, Olio. 
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Considering the unbreakable link of historicism and salvation in Islamic 
tooi^t, one may quarrel with Vatikiotis who calls for a serious reform of the 
thrological edifice m order to revive Islam. Since the proper life, both individuallv 
and coUectively, is riveted in the beliefs, sayings and customs <rf the earliest 
M^hm community, Muhammad’s own, it would be the basest treachery for the 
beh^er to assaU this most fundamental framework of unblemished orthodoxy 

O Bnen s contribution whets the appeUte for some menUon of contemporaw 
iMppemngs m Muslim Africa. The role of Islam in inspiring Polisario in the 
Western Sahara deserves some attention.

Although closely printed, the notes will appeal to the scholar and the index 
IS serviceable. Yet the cost comes high for this thin book.

Evaluating Achievements A Failures
of African States

OtwinMarenin

’ Crawford Young, IDEOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1982). xvii, 376pp. $29.95.

•'. About twenty years have elapsed since most African states regained their 
independence. It is time, argues Young, to take stock of what has happened in 
those years and to judge how well or badly African governments have 
performed. He proposes and uses six general criteria; growth (measured,by 
the expansion of peasant agriculture rather than GNP); equality (dispersion of 
amenities to rural areas, indirect taxes, pricing policies for agricultural 
commodities, mortality rates, minimum wage scales); dignity (emigration and 
size of refugee populations,.size of security forces); autonomy (degree of 
foreign penetration and control of the economy, debt burdens, reliance on 
expatriate personnel); participation (in politics, at all levels); and societal 
capacity (the state’s planning and implementation policies). ’The central 
question which guides his selection of cases and organizes his discussion is this; 
does ideology matter? African states in 1960, in retrospect, differed little in 
performance and ideology; twenty years later one can observe vast differences 
in performance, from limited successes to catastrophic failui^, on all six 
criteria. Distinct political ideologies and camps have enierged as well. Arm 
differences in performance, then, linked to ideological stances and if, how?

In chapters 2, 3 and 4 Young outlines the common ideological themes of 
Afro-Marxism, populist socialism and African capitalism as pronounced in the 
writings and speeches of the political leaderships of selected countries. Short 
capsule histpritk complete each chapter. Congo, Benin, Madagascar, Somalia, 
Ethiopia and Mozambique are described as representatives 4 the latest 

' ideolc^cal camp, Afro-Marxism. ’The political and economic features of 
populist social^m are outlined in studies of Tanzania, Algeria, Guinea-Bissau, 
Ghana (under Nkrumah), Mali (undeifiCeita) and Guinea. Succe^ful examples 

' of African capitalism are found in the Ivory Coast, Kenya and Nigeria while 
« . Zaire and Gabon exempli^ its, excesses and failures.

Chapter 5 examines the linkages between domestic ideology and external 
relations. African states are not seen as subservient to foreign allies, be these 
from the West or East. Important countervailing ideological themes common to 
all African states — non-alignment, perceptions of the North-South chasm, the 
liberation of southern Africa — mitigate ideological affinities as does the need 
to live within the constraints of a capitalist world system. Even African Marxist 
regimes distrust Soviet demands for bases on their soil and find the economic 
and financial supnort available from the Soviet Union sparse indeed.

Chapter 6 prints the scorecard and re-evaluates the linkage of ideology to 
policy. ’The score reads like this; growth — in general, capitalist states have 
done better, yet there are success.stories in the other camps; equality — 
successes and failures are found in all camps; autonomy — succe^es and 
failures everywhere; dignity — assaulted not by ideological design but by the

■cMu/ i^uar^oH Otwin Marenin (s Asaistant Pniresaor in Uk Department o« Criminal JusUce, Washington State 
' University. Pullman. Washington.omMONttetAS. UMo/Aj nwms saisce eamttrrze
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fears of insecure and paranoid rulers; participation - a mixed bag- societal 
capacity - inconclusive differentiation. In sum, on all criteria, the question 
whether ideology matters cannot be answered conclusively. The evidence does 
not point clearly to a preferred path for development. There simply are too ' 
many differences within each ideological camp, on all criteria, to establish a 
general connection between ideology and performance.

Ideolo^es do not determine choice, yet they may set the boundaries within 
which choices are made. Ideologies set goals and priorities; ideology shapes 

• flavors everyday life (Maputo is a different city from Abidjan); yet shifts 
in ideolopr, the development of ideological distinctions reflect not underlying 
changes in material conditions but are created and espoused by political elites 
as they assume power in order to differentiate themselves from their 
predecessors. Ideologies are the product of political struggles among elites - 
this holds especially true for the rise of Afro-Marxism.

If idMlogy, as Young argues, “takes us some distance to an 
understandmg” (p. 296) of policy and performance, what then helps' us 
complete the journey? Young returns to the same theme again amj again - 
competent leadfership. Only leadership can explain the “basic competence and 
probity of some states and the “calamitous cases of mismanagement” (p. 7) 
m other states. All African states labor under constraints imposed upon them, 
externally and domestically. Yet choices exist, can be taken and must be 
Mrried out. The drift into greed and corrupUjin and repression depends less on 
Ideological stance than on the character of the leadeiship.

, "rhere is a subdued sense of pessimism which prevades the book. Visions of
chances which were squandfered by private or communal greed, laid low by ' 
ineptitude, ambushed by grandiose dreams — such are easy to cite. Exampl 

venality in extremis, disregard for rights, enforced'departicipation can 
Msily swamp hope and optimism. It is curious that the two examples Young 

^ds potentially most promising as guides and tests are at the opposite ends of 
the ideological spectrum: Nigeria and Mozambique. Nigeria is praised for its 
past and present aUegiance to democratic ideals, however imperfecUy 
reah^. M^mbique is seen as a bellwether for the future, as the test case for 
an alternative to development not yet consistently attempted in Africa If 
Nigeria, with its potential and existing wealth and experience in democratic , 
^htiK, and Mozambique, with its revolutionary fervor and honest leadership 
do not succeed in promoting the dignity and enhancing the well-being of their 
citizens, then who will?

Young’s conclusions provide little comfort to advocates of either path to 
development; and also raise a number of theoretical issues. If ideology matters 
soinetimes and sometimes not then what other conditions are necessary to 

' make ideol^ an instrument of development? Some model linking these and 
other variables needs to be specified and justified. Such a model still awaits

Young’s argument is fair and compassionate. The capsule histories of the ■ 
countnes he examines are beautiful examples of how to condense, simplify and 

data withwt losing the essential picture. Yet simplification invites critique 
The choice of six criteria, the specific indicators for each criterion, the 
plarement of oome countries in ideological camps, the commonality of themes 
m ideolo^ - aU these can and will be argued. And so it should be. Yet the book 
will sUnd as a standard text, as one man’s informed, subjective yet balanced 
comprehensive and succinct overview and evaluation of African politics.

The Goha of Zambia:

Sound, but Static Ethnography
^t S. Lan^ter, The Goba of the Zambezi: Sex Roles. Economics, and Change. 
^“™®^j^O*fl3homa; University of Oklahoma Press, 1981), xvii, 350 pp., $19.95,

I sensitive ethnt^phy in the time honored
I ^eriMn tradition. Based on a grant-funded field study conducted largely 
I through mterpreters from March, 1967 to March, 1969 the work exhibits an
I ^•"’’'cs^ness common to sSch dissertation focused studies. The seventeen pages
I of chapter one “The Goba: A Historical Introduction” ought to have been 
I histonographically updated with more recent, specific, and twentieth century 
I onemed oral-based social and cultural history sources. The work may be useful 
I as a base tine study. But the rapid and sweeping changes ip this area in the mos
I nec^itote more comments on the “ethno^phic present” used throuriiout than

are unphed m the short concluding chapter. Lancaster displays little understand-
ing of the coMtant flux which is the most pervasive reaUty of African ethnic 
identity By clinging to an inherently misleading view that the Goba, or any other
ethnic cluster, necessarily persist vrith any measure of stability over time Lan-
caster maintains a structural-functional fiction. Even at the time of his study 
the political situation required limiting his observations to the (Joba in Zambia 
since those living across the river in Zimbabwe were serrated by a hostile 
political boundary as well as the river. Events in the fifteen years since that time 
ought to call his inherently static picture into question.

Furthennore, Uncaster displays little experience of a deep “emic” 
understanding of the Goba culture. He admits, for example, that the bent-at-the- 
waist hoemg position of the Goba women is “ ... likely to cripple an unwary an
thropologist. But he passes this off lightly by simply saying they become “ac
customed to tow, backless sitting stooU and habitual bending at the waist for 
farming, worl^, sweeping, washing, and sitting ...” (p. 72).

Thou^ this focus, with its self-avowedly non-sexist approach, adds interest 
to the work the very nature of the study, fluctuating as it does between the poles 
of macro-thwry and the very localized^ study, raises more questions than 

^ It answers. The social history of the area over the past 2000 years has been so 
discontinuous tUt Uncastefs viei/rf a fixed prqcolonial “golden time” of 
women s ascendancy in the ‘'theJihttle of the sexes” is very open to question 
It IS hkely that the Goba patterns that he bbserved in the late 19^ were 

' phenomena. Such short term phenomena would be
of little mterest to the evolutionary theorist, historians, economic anihmpni^jsts 
and development planners for whom Lancaster presumes such data are 
important. ._ ___

The book ought to be included in any library with a substantial African col- 
lecUon. It is a sound, substantial and well written work.

es

Thomas OToole is Program Director of MinnesoU Studies in Internationa] Develi 
g^Jinnesota. Minneapolis, MinnesoU.
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r l/K War engulfs 

Southern 

Africa. . .
How far will it go?
And to what extent willforeign 
powers be drawn further into

r. • Cameroonian Politics:
Scholarship and Partisanship

victor T.LeVtae

Richard A. Joseph, RADICAL NATIONAUSM IN CAMEROUN: Social Origins of 
the UJ*.C. I^ebellion. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977.) pp. xiii, 383. $15.00

Jean-Francois Bayart, L’ETAT AU CAMEROUN. (Paris: Pressesdela Fonda- 
tion Nationale des Sciences Politiques, 1979) pp. 298. FF 125

Richard A. JosqA, ed., GAULUST AFRICA: Cameroon under Ahmadu Ahldjo 
(Enugu, Nigeria: Fourth Dimension Publishers, 1978.) pp. xiv, 217. $12.50

confrontation?
Though just as explosive 

I and economically vital as 
/ the Middle East, southern 

I Africa does not get much 
' attention from the U.S. 

news media. That’s one 
reason why so many people 

' / tu™‘o AFRICA \EWS. we 
years of experience as 

~ I theonly U.S. weekly on Africa 
— 48 issues per year frill of 
solid, up-to-date reporting on 

the major stories around the 
7 / continent. So unless you want to 

I ignore Africa, you won’t want to 
J miss AFRICA NEWS.

On November 4, 1982, one of Africa’s most durable heads of state, Cameroon’s 
Ahmadou Ahidjo, resigned as President in favor of his Prime Minista-, Paul Biya 
Ahidjo came to power in 1968 as Premier of what was then the government of the 
Cameroon under UN Trusteeship. After the country became independent in i960 
^jo was elected President and remained in office until his nnPYpected resigna
tion in November. Not only is Ahidjo's peaceful dqiarture remarkable — he is only 
the sixth African head of state to leave peacefully and successfully pass on his of
fice according to constitutional rules, but also the fact of his 24 years in office acMf-
siderable feat in itself. ConsequenUy, three relatively recent books about his 
regime and Cameroon’s prriitks are of particular intemst.

Taken together, the three constitute something of an uncomfortable whole. ^ 
Joseph and Bayart each publidied his doctoral thesis, then cdlaborated to help 
produce an unabashed hatchet job on the Ahidjo regime. That said, it must be add- 
^ m all justice that deqrite the fact that neither author makes any effort to conceal 
his distaste for the Ahidjo government in his book, the two monographs rmiesent 
significant scholariy contributions to the sparse literature on Cameroon politics. 
Gaulllst Africa is something else. v •

Radical Natknaibin recounU the rise of the U^ des Populations du 
Cameram (UPC), the country’s first - and probably only — true naOonalist party 
throi^ the violent evente ofd965, and ends in 1966 with the tff>C entering ite “guer
rilla” phase. The events, however, are the qriphenomena of Joseph’s analysis; his 
contribution lies in three main areas: one, a detailed examination of the urban and 
agrarian society created by Flench colonial policies and administrations; two, a 
revealing analysis of the development of Cameroonian political ccwsciousness dur
ing the interwar and 1946-1965 periods; and three, a richly textured 
drawn from numerous interviews and illustrative documents of the internal

V’'

Subscribe now at the special price of $19 for 48 issues — a full year 
o{ AFRICA NEWS for 24% less than the regular rate.
Send $19 to AFRICA NEWS, P.O. Box 3851, Durham, NC 27702. 
Or write for a free sample — just send a business-size self-addressed 
stamped envelope.

"We urgently need the information provided by AFRICA NEWS." 
 —Julian Bond

Victor T. Le Vine i« ProJe«r of Politic»l Science «t WmWi^ UmvenSy, St Loua, Mtaourl
4th Quartet. 198256
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dynamics of the UPC movement. Josejrfi is clearly engage, and it is thus hardly 
airprising that he argues that the UPC had no choice in 1965 but to resort to collec
tive violence. Having been blocked at every turn by a colonial administration bent 
on keeping Cameroon within the French orbit at any price, by early 1965 the UPC 
“was not faced with the choice of being provoked or resisting provocaUon, but 
rather of being stifled out of existence.” (p. 282) There is mudi more in this ex- 
ceUent study; I found it grounded in impeccable research, and argued with verve 
and lucidity. It is not, however, above criUdsm. For example, Joseph’sthesis about 
the UPC having been “pushed” into rebellion by an inexorably hostile Fraich ad
ministration is cleariy partisan; it tends to overlook the strength of the advocates of 
revduUonary vidaice within the party itself; it minimnes the tactical errors com
mitted by the party in the course of its campaigns in town and country (the use of a 
leftist rhetoric that polarized rather than convinced hearers, heavy-handed 
methods against opponents, etc.), and it fails to wagh the^UPC’s tendency to 
mobilize support on the basis of ethnic identity (which ultimately caised it — prob
ably fatally - to overestimate the strength of ite support when it did resort to 
violence). It was indeed a frustrated party that opted for rebeUion in 1955, but it 
was a frustraUon that owed as much to the UPC’s own faUures and inadequacies as 
It did to the administraUon’s hostility. It is also regrettable that Joseph did not also 
examine the so called “Bamil6k6” phase of the rebellion (1968 to ca. 1964) for the 
light it sheds on a party that had by then both lost its ideological innocence and 
become as brutal as the troops and poUce sent against it. In all, and de^ite his par
tisanship, Joseph has nonetheless provided what U probably the definitive study of 
the UPC and an indispensable tool for all students of eameroonian politics

Victor T. Le Vine

“The apparent mediocrity of the man had a good deal to do with his fortune ” (p 
49) Once installed in power, Ahidjo proceeded to reinforce the alliance by making 
himself the hub of what can only be compared structurally to the court of a north- 
«n Lamido (a traditional Fulani ruler). Above all, Cameroun’s “hegemonic 
cn^” is fed by the persistent challenge of what Bayart caUs “les cadete sodaux” 
(the class of younger aspirants to power). Forced (it seems) to wait interminably 
for then- turn at the top, pooriy integrated into the “heganonic alliance,” and only 
marginaUy included in the State’s clientelistic network, the cadets chafe at their 
bonds and on occasion (as was the case in the UPC rebellion) find unsetUing ways 
of ^tly chaUenging the system. In all, Bayart’s analysis is complex, nuanced 
and backed by apparent detaUed knowledge of the labyrinths of the system.

Bayart’s book is not without its problems. Bayart tends to argue by assertion 
relymg too often more on the logic of his ideas than on the evidence. His ihgcic 
regarding the cadets sociaux flounders because his defmitiwi of this group is too 
bTOd to conceptually useful. And finally, his description of the structure of 
AIMjo s “hegemonic aUiance” has a monochromatic quality due, I would suggest 
to his attonpt to cram a highly complex reality into (de^ite Bayart’s extensions) 
what IS still a restrictive theoretical framework. Had he been willing, for example 
to ^ve Ahidjo himself more credit for political savvy, or to concede the foree of the 
vari^ poles of influence that affect decision-making in Cameroon (among others 
the bureaucracy, the business community acting through the Chambers of Cwn- 
merce or the Social and Economic Council, local and ethnic magnates operating 

personal access), his image of the system might have

Rnally Gaulllst Africa. One wonders why good scholars such as Bayart" 
Joseph. Philippe Lippens, and Reginald Green would have agreed to hdp put 
together what amounte toaUPC tract on the evilsofthe Camerounian system ’The 
inflexibly hostile positions of Mongo Beti and Abel Eyinga (who are included in this 
^ection) are well known and perhaps excusable, given their long absences from 
the Cameroonian scene and their rigid ideological predispositions. Perhaps Joseph 
Itoyart, andtoe others simply allowed their gut feelings to run away with them.’ 
There is, A^ttedly, much that is wrong with Cameroonian politics, not the least 
of which Is its authoritarian bent. But that hardly excuses a book that systematical- 

Camerounian political, social, and economic realities, and reduces its 
l^^cal actors to a series of undifferentiated leftist cliches.

I might agree that one of the Ahidjo regime’s faUings was its aversion to 
criticism; these three books were neither sdd nor distributed in the country

Jean-Francois Bayart is Jean-Francois LeGuil, who spent most of his life in 
Cameroon and who thus had extraordinary access to the people and documentation 
on which his book is based. Bayart presently lives in Paris, and edits Politique Afri- 
calne. a scholarly quarterly dealing with African affairs. L’Etat au Cameroun ex- 

the giwth and internal dynamics of the Ahidjo regime, what Christian 
Coulon has called “a kind of anthropology of Camerounian priitical life ” Its con
tribution. however. lies not in its detaUed discussion of Cameroon’s corridore of 

but in Its attempt to correct a notable failing of “underdevelopment and
dep^ency theory, that is, the tendency to place African pi^ticalsystans “less
in the perspective of their own history, than within that of the Weston world ” 
Thus, according to Bayart. “the penetration of the capitalist mode of production 
[as wril as] nation-building, dmve their primary meaning in relation to the growth 
of indigenous S3^tem5 of domination and inequality, whose stakes are above all 
‘African*.’’ (p. 14)

Ratho- than simply treating Cameroun’s ruling elite as a com
pliant tod of foreign capitalist manipulators, he insists on that elite’s capacity to ef
fect its own adaptotions to the problem of maintaining power — in Cameroun’s 
case, a clientelistic system characterized by an “iMgemonic alliance” among 
modern and traditional social elements. It is this coalition, which is in the process of 
becoming a true niliiig elite, that is the real key to the success of the Ahidjo regime 
and its unusual stability. ’Ibis syston is not, however, without its contradictions 
which, taken together, makes its long-term survival doubtful; for example the 
very nature of the coalition, with its tendency to favor ethnic, regional ’and 
e^omic intereste at the expense of competence, operates to bring mediocrity to 
the top of the political heap. The coalition itself was crystallized by the French in 
1958 when they propeUed Ahidjo into the Prime Ministry. According to Bayart.
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The End of Slavery in East Africa
R.A. Obudho

^ederipk Cooper. FROM SLAVES TO SQUATTERS: Plantation Labor and 
Agnculture in Zanzibar and Coastal Kenya 1896-1925 (New Haven, Connecticut • 

Press, 1980), pp. xvii -I- 328. Maps, Tables, Bibliography. Hard

An important History

of Equatorial Guinea

K*»*l
Kenya. Through the skillful use of blending oral evidence, archives and other 
pnmai7 source, comparative material and quantitative data. Cooper has 
prewnt^ a well-wntten post-emancipation study of the class struggle between 

ex-slaves on one hand and the British colonial policy 
f- ^ 'written and impressively researched. It has

^e ^k covers in detail the transformation of labor systems in Zanzibar 
and CMstal Kenya between 1890 and 1925. This transformation of labor brought 
immediate conflicting views of labor and agriculture in the East Coast of Africa

® productive class of agrarian 
workers; th^andlords wanted to continue their domination of the workers- and ex- 
^ves wanted to gain access to land, thus guiding their own working conditions In 
Cooper s own words, the book is

“an examination of complex mechanisms of control that dichotomy 
of freedom and slavery has shrouded. It looks at British ideas about ' 
slavery and wage labor ... it examines the means by which the 
colomal state buttressed, or failed to buttress, the domination of 
landowners ... it stresses the contrasting ways in which the 
plantation economy evolved in the two British colonies and the 
measy relationship of plantation labor to peasant production” (p.

"®‘’‘® “>6 author introduced the book bymscussing the British ideology and the African (or rather European) slavery 
from 18M to 19OT, followed by a succinct analysis of labor and agricultur^ 
l^hcies in Zanzibar from 1897 to 1925 in the first four chapters of the book. In 
chaptere five and six, the author discussed in greater detail the labor, land and 
plantation colonial economy of the coast of Kenya from 1907 to 1985.
bonk^ bibliography do help to make this fascinating
^k a worthy contnbution to the history of East African slavery. I am 
rwommending it as a reference work for all Africanists as well as a textbook 
for those specializing in slavery, race relations, African history, and political

Manuel Envela

Max Liniger-Goumaz. GUIN^E EQUATORIALE: De la Dictatore des r^i^ns 
a la Dictature des Colonels. (Les Editions du Temp, Genave, 1982). 228 pp. n.p.

In this valuable book on Equatorial Guinea, Max Liniger-Goumaz, a Prafessn- 
at the Higher School of Commerce in Lausanne, traces the historical, <^^.1 
economic and political development of Ek]uatorial Guinea from the colonial period' 
to the present era. In the first two chapters of the book, Liniger-Goumaz provides 
an historical background of the cdonial experience, a general eccmxnico- 
geographical description of the country, and an ethncdogical descr^tion of the ma
jor ethnic groups of Equatorial Guinea and their salient personal characteristics.

Liniger-Goumaz places particular emphasis on the third chapter “La R^b^ 
li^e Nguemiste", which covers the period 1968-1980. Of ^ledal importance to 
historico-political scholars is the manner in which Liniger-Goumaz meticulously 
describes the pesonalistic and digarchistic style of rule of the Nguema clan/fami
ly which has ruled Equatorial Guinea from the time of independence to the pres
ent. Also in the third chapter, Liniger-Goumaz does an excdlent job of tracing and 
elucidating the political evolution of leading political parties, peisonalities. and 
political happenings. Throughout the book Liniger-Goumaz focuses too much on 
the Fang, the largest ethnic group, and fails to give adequate attentiwi and credit 
to other groups, their leaders and outstanding personalities.

The book should serve as a “gold mine of information” for Africanists, 
scholars, human rights advocates and the general public. The fact that the book 
provides an excellent chrondogical and bibliographical description of some of “the 
many nightmar®” that have taken place and are still continuing in this beautiful 
comer of Africa should be of great importance to anyone interested in Equatorial 
Guinea. Liniger-Goumaz has made a great and lasting contribution to the 
Uterature of Equatorial Guinea, given the fact that not too many publish^ sources 
are available on Equatorial Guinea, which is the only Spanish ^leaking country in 
sub-Sahara Africa. Liniger-Goumaz draws the conclusion that in order for 
Equatorial Guinea to pull herself out of the chaotic social, political, economic, 
cultural and administrative dislocation she finds herself in, it wUl be necessary to 
have some sort of “national reconciliation” to permit ail segments of society to par
ticipate in the political process and in budding a brighter future for the country.

Dr. R.A
New Jer^v »'A'^cana Sludies, Rutgers University. New Brunswick.

4ihQu«n«- 19S2

Manud Envela, a native of Equatorial Guinea, is a student of political science at the Univenity of Denvo'.
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economy of the eastern coast o^ Africa. All who are interested in the 
development of history will benefit immensely from this well-written and 
stimulating book. I highly recommend it to all and every ardent African 
schdlar.

The music of the Shona of Zimhahuse
William Komla Amoakn

Kingdoms and Horses in West Africa Paul Berliner, THE SOUL OF MBIRA: Music and Traditions of the Shona 
Prople of Zimbabwe (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978) 280 pp.

Aaron Segal

It is barely four years since Paul Berliner’s Soul of Mblra entered the ethno- 
musicological listings. Like his AfricaniSt counterparts of European descent, 
Paul Berliner and his study instantaneously became the smash hit of South 
African music scholarship. Berliner’s success as a scholar and performer is 
evidenced by his demonstration of .sensitivity to the music and traditions of the 
Shona People of Zimbabwe, all of which is embodied in The Soul of Mbira.

As an African, bom and bred within the confines of my music and tradi
tions, I have maintained a conviction that no outsider can understand the emo
tional and psychological qualities of my total life style to the extent of being 
able to interpret it orally, literally, or in performance, notwithstanding the 
depth and length of his study. This conviction is based on the fact that tradi
tional African music is situational and psychologically conceived and can only 
be interpreted meaningfully by those who earn endle.ss birth ties to the land. 
For example, I cannot accept any suggestion that a non Ewe (the Ewes live in 
Southeastern Ghana and parts of Togo) can possess the ability, through 
tutelage, to respond as emotionally and psychologically tomv music as I.

The Soul of Mbira gives me mixed feelings, and I am inciined, with caution, 
to relate some exceptions. Although the study is conspicuously tainted with the 
author’s Western European training, the integrity and symbolic significance of 
the Mbira among the Shona remains evident in each chapter. In his 
introductory chapte^. (pp 1-7) for example, Berliner narrates his field research 
experiences with which anyone who has been exposed to field work

Any student of any aspect of African historj^ 
enormity of the task of reconstructing historicalevents in oraL 
donal societies in Africa. Berliner’s overview of Shona Mbira . .m cally 
sketchy and thU is understandably so. For Mbira is a sacred traditional instru
ment whose origins, like those of others, are lost in the midst of antiquity.

The nature and performance M-'Mbira music, as Berliner describes. Is 
characteristic of earlier studies of similar nature. These descriptions, at first 
^nce, may seem incomprehensible to the lay reader because of the author’s 
use of mathematical tables as a means of illustrating the variety of tunings 
available on the Mbira DzaVadzimu. However, the author provides twenty two 
musical examples and as many as fifty plates of the varieties of Mbira and 
players as fiudher means of illustrating the nature and performance of Mbira 
and its music. The complexity of the tables is minimized by the provision of 
musical examples and plates.

Robin Law, TOE HORSE IN WEST AFRICAN HISTORY, (New York: Oxford 
University Press 1981), pp. 224, $37.50.

The horse and horsebreeding have had it in West Africa. Such is the 
trenchant conclusion of an attractively illustrated admirable work of 
scholarship. Beginning with the fragmentary information on the horse in West 
Mrica during the pre-Islamic period, we are treated to a detailed analysis of the 
introduction and diffusion of the horse, the supply of horses, maintenance, 
health, training, and equipment, and the uses of the horse for military and non- 
militery purposes. Two concluding chapters insightfully discuss the role of the 
horse in pre-colonial society and the reasons for its present decline.

Considering the difficult environment that West Africa provides for horses, 
their introduction in the 11th and 12th centuries and widespread diffusion up to 
and into the first part of the colonial period is remarkable. ’The high incidence 
of endemic diseases, especially trypanosomiasis, the lack of suitable fodder, 
the costs of imporUtion, and the staggeringly high mortaUty of horses in the 
forest and coastal areas aU served to limit their diffusion. Their us« were con
fined to cavalry in the savannah areas, limited transport (camels'and donkeys 
were more suitable) and to lavish ceremonial and sacrificial purposes in the 
south. Horses were often valued at several or more slaves and their use in the 
slave trade to pursue runaways led to their further diffusion.

’The introduction of bits, bridles, saddles, and stirrups, mostly from the 
^ab North, increased the utilitarian value of horses. Cavalry did play an 
important role in state formation in the savannah during the 16th and 17th 
centuries, although not nearly as critical a role as depicted by some historians. 
The introduction of muskeh? and other firearms marked the decline of the 
horse in warfare and its relegation to ceremonial purposes.

Perhaps the ultimate irony is that horses in Northern Nigeria are 
succumbing to the growing demand among the Igbo and the others for 
horsemeat. The author concludes that “in an environment highly uncongenial 
to horses, the horse culture could not long survive the demise of the oarticular 
pre-colonial social and economic structures with which it was associated, which 
linked horses closely with the dominance of a warrior aristocracy and with an 
economy based upon warfare and slavery.” This is a fascinating study which 
deserves to be made available in a less than prohibitively expensive paperback 
edition.

'”-r.
far too conve' ^ 'he

..di-

Asrcn Segal U Professo-o( Politica) Science and Director of Uw enter for Intaamcrican and Bordo'Studicaat the University of Texas at El Paso.
WUliam Komla Xmoaku is Chairman of the Department of Music al Central State University. Wllberforce, 
Ohio.
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Traditional African music is linguistically controlled and any instnunent 
capable of pitch variation could produce sounds comparable to tonal levels in 
speech patterns. Thus, the Mbira, like the “atumpan” (talking drums of the 
Akan of Ghana I or any speech instrument found elsewhere on the continent is 
identified with its characteristic poetry. It is interesting that Berliner cotild 
demonstrate such vivid undersUnding of this interrelationship and his ability to 
interpret this complex art from which even the Shona might themselves shy 
away.

Puhlicatifms

As a sacred instrument, Mbira and its functions in the Shona society are 
symbolic. Berliner does not take the spiritual potency of the Mbira and its 
music for granted. Perhaps it was intentional that the author discusses the reli
gious functions of the Mbira and its music towards the end of his study as a 
means of underscoring the symbolism of the instrument.

Of special interest are the two appendices of song texts and absolute 
tunings which are intended to assist in ftrilowing the recorded performance with 
the text.

1. The Southern A frica Media Center is distributing a new film, “The Discarded 
Peojde,” which was filmed clandestinely in the Ciskei Bantustan and later smuggl
ed out of the country. This color film is 30 minutes long. It is available through the 
Southern Africa Media Center, California Newsreel, 630 Natoma St., San Fran
cisco, California 94103.
2. Villon Films has produced “Beyond the Plains,” a S2 minute color film about 
the personal upheaval of a young Tanzanian village btqr who leaves his village to 
receive an education and eventually become a teacher. President Julius Nyere 
calls it “the best film I’ve seen on Africa.” “Beyond the Plains” is a 16mm film 
and costs $735,6385 for videocassette. The film can be rented for $75 (videocassettes 
are not available for rent). Write: ViUon Films, P.O. Box 14144, SeatOe, 
Washington 98144.

3. A slide-tape show about South Africa. ‘ ‘Forget Not Our Sisters: Women Under 
Apartheid” was recently produced by Barbara Brown, a research associate in 
African Studies at Boston University. Co-narrated by a white American and a 
black South African woman, the show vividly portrays South Africa through words, 
photos and music. It looks at bladiwomen’s lives both at home and as workers for 
whites. The show is 38 minutes long and the purchase price is $100. It is possible to 
preview the film before purchasing it. Write Barbara B. Brown, Boston Committee 
for the Liberation of Southern Africa, P.O. Box 8791, Boston, Massachusetts, 02114. 
The cost for renting the show is $15.00 for individuals and community/social change 
groups if mailed, $10.00 if picked up; $20.00 for schools, colleges and institutions if 
mailed, $15.00 if picked up. Rental inquiries should be made to the American 
Friends Service Committee, 2161 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140.

4. General Microfilm Company is distributing AFRICAN DOCUMENTS, a conti
nuing series of monographs and serial documents and periodical^ published on 
35inm positive silver halide micr^ilm. Many of the titles are official puWcations, 
while others aresponsored by non-governmental agencies. Most of theses have

Although The Soul of Mbira may raise some eyebrows about the validity of 
the author’s observations as a non-African, it, nevertheless, reveals the 
inherent philosophical and symbolic elements in traditional African art forms. 
II emphasizes the dire need to examine these art forms as integral parts and 
not separate entities of a total life-style.

The Soul of Mbira is a useful reference source for those who desire some 
knowledge about the Shona people of Zimbabwe and their Mbira.

•r

Cameroonian Crafts
Janet L. Stanley

Jocelyne Etienne-Nugue. CRAFTS AND TOE ARTS OF LIVING IN TOE 
CAMEROON. Photographs by Harri PeccinotU. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 
University Press, 1982) pp. 156; illus. (color); map; $22.50.

ougfc Visually appealing and photographically penetrating, this book is 
neither schoferly nor even very informative. It represents perhaps the well-
intended effort to acclaim the traditional arts of the Cameroonian peoples_a
publishing endeavor underwritten interesUngly by MobU OU. Certainly their arts 
and crafte are rich and varied and deserve thorough documentaUon more so 
because these socieUes will be subject to so many changes in coming years that 
the present artistic forms and processes may not survive.

Through several sales of [botographs with “minimalist” captioiB and breen 
accompanying text, one is introduced to traditional Cameroonian architecture, 
crafts, including pottery, basketry, weaving, dyeing, children’s toys, musical iiH 
strumente, masks, dances and festivals. All photographs are in color and many 
are deUil or “artsy” shots, e.g., the tip of a conical thatch roof or a bare foot 
in a bronze stirrup. The author is described as an “authority on African crafts” 
but her essays read more like fulsome travelogue than serious ethno^plv. There 
is really scant information of interest to theart historian or ethnographer. The 
volume must be aimed at the casual viewer with a pa6Mtag interest in African 
crafts and life. There is a brief glossary, but no index or bibUography.

Janet L. SUnl* it Ubrmtan, NaiiooiU Museuni o€ African Art, S

X Alth

been filmed at 14/1 reductiim. The retrospective collection of 656 rolls is available 
for $28,511.10. The average ffanual subscription fc $1,000. Add 20 potxnt to all prices 
on orders outside the United Sfctes and Canada. Ship
ping is ip^. To obtain a complete listing of all the serial documents, periodicals 
Watertown^ Massachusetts 02172.

5. We have recently received University Microfilms Ir^mational's CURRENT 
RESEARCH ON AFRICA: A Catalogue of Doctoral Dissertations. This publica
tion contains 1^62 titles of Doctoral Dissolatians, copies of which can be ordered on 
microfilm or paper from U.M.I. To obtain a copy write U.M.I., P.O. Box 1764, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan 48106.Instibition. IfisUngtoa, D.C.
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6. The International Defense and Aid Fund for Southern Africa has published a 
new book, NAMIBIA: THE RAVAGES OF WAR, by Barbara Konig. TOs publica
tion gives an account of the transformaUon of Northern Namibia into a military 
zone, and details the repressive regulations under which civilians have to live. It 
proWdes detailed evidence of violence inflicted on the civilian population by South
African police and their local recruits. It also draws attention to the serious (Hsrup- '
tion of social services, agricultural production and highlights the consequences of 
this large scale damage to human and material resources for a future inHepenA.tit 
Namibia. The book costs il.50 (UK), »3.00 (US). Write I.D.A.F., 104-5 Newgate St.,
London EC1A7AP, England, from overseas addresses or, in North America, order m
from IDAFSA-NA, P.O. Box 17, Cambridge, MA. 02138.

7. The Onyx Pres* in association with the International Defence and Aid Fund 
has published WOMEN AND RESISTANCE IN SOUTH AFRICA, by Cheryi 
Walker. This book discusses women’s changing position in the developing capitalist 
economy 1920s-1960s; women’s involvement in the organizations of the national 
liberation struggle and the formation of the Federation of South African Women 
This 309 page book is available from IDAF and costs £5.95 (plus postage if ordering 
outside the U K.) or $12.70 (including postage if ordering from the North American 
office). Same addresses as above.

Publications

the Greek community and its culture in Africa, especiaUy South Africa. Sample ar
ticle tiUes are; “The Text and Translation of Hebrews 8; 8”: “Pascha - An Un
published Fourteenth Century Poem”; “The Byzantine Icon: Some Aspecte of its 
Historical and ’Theological Significance” and “Socialist Greece in World Affairs” 
(by D.S. Prinsloo of S.A.B.C.). The Institute also publishes a semi-annual NEWS 
BULLETIN concerning the Institute’s affairs and Greek and Afro-Greek studies, 
publications and research throughout Africa. No price was given for either AP- 
POLLONIA or theWEWS BULLETIN. For more information, write. I.A.H.S., 12 
Surbiton Avenue, Auckland Park, 2092 Johannesburg, South Africa.

11. The Troubador Press has initiated MBIRA, a newsletter that serves as an in
formation and resource clearing house for news about African literature and Black 
writing generally. MBIRA is available for an annual subscription fee of $5H)0 or 
£4.00 for four issues. ’The Autumn and Winter 1982 issues are free. Write MBIRA 
Troubador Press Newsnotes, P.O. Box 59364, Chicago, Illinois 60659.

12. The African Studies Centre in Leiden the Netherlands has published the fourth 
issue of its NEWSLETTER ON AFRICAN STUDIES IN THE NETHERLANDS, 
which contains a survey of current and completed post-doctoral research with 
reference to Africa in the Netherlands. The survey covers research projects undeo- 
taken within four non-universit> institutes in the Netherlands: The Institute of 
Social Studies, ’The Centre for the Study of Education in Developing Countries, The 
Royal ’Trotecal Institute, and the African Studies Centre. ’The NEWSLETTER also 
contains a feting of doctoral thesis titles concerning Africa from Dutch universities. 
This publication U available free of charge. Write: The Editor, Newsletter on 
African Studies in the Netherlands, Afrika-Studiecentrum, Stationsplein 10/12,2312 
AK Leiden, the Netherlands.

13. ’The latest in the International Monetary Fund’s OCCASIONAL PAPERS 
series is no. 17, “Aspects of the International Banking Safety Net” by G.G. Johnson 
and Richard K. Abrams (36 pp.). This pamphlet is available from the External 
Relations Department, Attention Publications, International Monetary Fund,. ' 
Washington D.C. 20431.

14. No. Ill of thp Institute for World Economics of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences STUDIES ON DEVELOPING COUNTRIES series is “National 
Development Plans andXhe Standard of Living in Black Africa: The Zambian 
Case” by Emi Katona. This title is also available in French, Spanish, German, 
Russian and Hungarian. This 113 page publication can be ordered by writing 
Kultura, H-1389 Budapest, P.O. Box 149, Hungary, or through a number of world
wide distributors.

8. We have received notice of two new publications from the University of Califor
nia at Los Angeles. WALTER RODNEY, REVOLUTIONARY AND SCHOLAR: A 
Tribute, edited by Edward A. Afeers and Pierre-Michel Fontaine, consists of nine 
edited papers originally presenBd by friends and colleagues of Rodney at a sym
posium hdd at U(XA January, 1981 in his memory. Rodney, as most of our readers 
know, teught for many years in Africa and authored the pioneering work, HOW 
EUROPE UNDERDEVELOPED AFRICA. A Guyanese historian and political 
activist, he was killed when a bomb exploded in his car in Guyana on June 30,1980. 
The second title is AFRICAN HEALING SYSTEMS, a coUection of papers by An
thropologists, Public Health Specialists, Sociologists, Medical Practitioners, 
Historians and Africanists for an African flealing Systems Seminar in Spring, 1981, 
edited by P. Stanley Yodef. ’This book is 250 pages and costs $30.00 and can be 
ordered from CrossroadS’Press, 225 Kinsey Hall, University of California at Los 
Angeles, Los Angeles, California, 90024. WAL’TER RODNEY, REVOLUTIONARY 
AND SCHOLAR is available for $10.95 paperback and $17.95 hardcover from the 
African Studies Center, University of CahfiHiiia at Los Angeles, 405 Hilgard-10244 
Bunche Hall, Los Angeles, California 90024.

9 The Anti-Slavery Society for the Protection of Human Rights has issued no 7 
Of Its Child Labour Series, “Child Labour in South Africa.” ’This 88 page book costs 
$1.50. It is available from ’Third World Publications, 151, Stratford Rd Birm
ingham Bll IRD, England.

15. ’Thelatest publications in the RESEARCH REPORT series of the Scandina
vian Institute of African Studies include no. 63.’ ‘Probltees de pouroir populaire et 
de developpement. Transition difficile en Guin^-Bissau” by Lars Rudebeck (73 
pp.); no. 64, “Refugee Conventions and the Regulation of Asylum Act of 1974” by 
Pet» Noble (56 pp.); no. 65, “The Political Economy of Food in Nigeria 1960-1982: 
A discussion on Peasants, State and World Economy” by Hans-Otto Sano (108 
H>.); no. 66, “Problems and Contradictions in the Development of Ox-Cultivation
«h Quntef. 1982

10. We have received APPOLLONIA, the annual journal of the newly-formed - 
South Africa-based Institute for Afro-Hellenic Studies. The Institute’s aim is to 
“undertake, to stimulate and to coordinate research concerning the Greek civiliza
tion and presence in Africa...” ’The 152 page journal has a wide variety of articles 
inEngfeh, Greek and Afrikaans, and the contents make it clear that the focus is on
66
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/in Tanzania” by F"inn Kjoerby (164 pp.); no. 67, “Renectipps on the African 

Refugee Problem: A Oitical Analysis of Some Basic Assumptions” by Gaim 
Kibreab (154 pp.); and no. 68, “Labour Regulation and Black Workers’ Strug
gles in South Africa” byJensHaarli»v(80 pp.). Nos. 63, 64 and 68 cost Skr. 20- 
nos. ^ and 67 cost Skr. 40; no price was given for no. 65. Write: S.A.I.S., P.o! • 
Box 2126, S-750 02 Uppsala, Sweden. Boohs Received #
16. K.K. Roy (Private) Ltd. is publishing the AFRICAN BOOKS NEWS LET
TER, a comprehensive and succinct monthly listing of the latest commercial and 
industrial literature, reports and statistics of the entire African continent This 
publication is intended to be a source of market informaUwi. The subjects include 
politics, indust^ finance, trade, fishing, agriculture, mining, labor, energy ar
maments, construcUon, corruption, banking, foreign poUcy, of, coffee/tea drugs 
t^es. K.K Roy also publishes an ASIAN BOOKS NEWS LETTER, which is being 
offered in 8 combined subscription with the AFRICAN BIJOKS NEWS LETTER

^ ® AFlIii^ BOOKS NEWS
LETTER suhofTiption. To place an order or for more informafflh, write: K K Roy
(Private) L , 2 Presidency Court, 55 Gariahat Rd. P.O. Box 10210, CalcutU -700019, India.

■ Sta^ UUes have been sent to reviewers. Others may be requested by qualified
H reviewers.

I' Political Science/Area Studies
I ‘APARTIffilD-THE REAL HURDLE: Sport in South Africa and the International 
I Boycott. Sam Ramsamy. (International Defence and Aid Fund, 1982) 106 pp
■ paperback, n.p.

I ^MAN RIGHTS: A Dialogue Between the First and Third World Countries
I ^berta Evans and Alice Frazer Evans. (MaryknoU, 1983) 264 pp. paperback^

I
I INOMOLIDI SIERRA LEONE. GeUo Geogi. (EMI, 1983) 149 pp. paperback, n.p.

DEPENDENCY: Obstocles to A/ an Development.
I Darnel Offiong. (Harvard Umv^ity Press, 1983 ) 304 pp. paperback, $12.95.

^ERIALISM, COLONIALISM AND HUNGER: East and Central Africa.
I Kobert Rotberg. (Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and Company, 1983) 270 pp. hard-
I cov€r, $28.95.

NAMIBIA: The Ravages of War. Barbara Konig. (International Defence and Aid 
Fund for South Africa, J983) 60 pp. paperback, £1.50, $3.00.

WGERIA AND THE U.N. MISSION TO THE DEMOCRr.^IC REPUBLIC OF 
™ CONGO Festus Ogboaja Ohaebulam. (The University Presses of Florida 
1983) 190 pp. hardback, $20.00. -

I ‘NIGERIAN WOMEN MOBILIZED: Women’s Political Activity in Southern
Nigeria. 190^1965. Research Series No. 48. (Institute of International Studies 
Umversity of California, 1982) 344 pp. paperback $i2.^.

I^ITICAL ^ADERSHIP IN AFRICA. John Cartwright. (St. Martin’s Press 
1983) 310 pp. hardcover, $27.50.

^UTH AFRICA’S piANSKEI: The Political Economyofan "Independent" Ban- 
tustan. Roger Southall. (Monthly Review Press, 1^) 338 pp. $20.00.

J^TCHAD — : La Querelle Des Frontidres. Bernard Lanne. (Karthala
254 pp. p^rback, 68FF. , ’

AFRICA: Decolonization 1940-J9S0. Prosser 
University Press, 1982; 654 pp. hard-

17. TheJnstitute/orPolicy S' ldieshasissnedanewreportentitled, “AContinei.
Besie^: Foreign MUita:, tiviUes in Africa since 1975” by Daniel Volman (30 
W).). This study documents the escalation of mUitary activities of the superpowers 
and their allies in Africa with extensive data on African anns trade, the strength of 
African military forces and the role of foreign military personnel. TTiis pamphlet is 
available for $2.00 from the Instib ^ fbr Policy Studies 1901 Que St N W 
Washington, D.C. 20009. ' ’

18. The American Committee on Africa has a new pamphlet, “Divesting from 
Apartheid: A Summary of Legislative Actions on South Africa ” by Sandy Boyer 
This publication lists by state, city and count jrthe stf' us of all bills and laws con
cerning the investment of public funds in companies which do business in South 

pamphlet is available on request. Write: ACOA, 198 Broadway, New 
• OrKi iN.Y. 10038.

19. World GMdwill has published a 23 page pamphlet “Race Relations in an In- 
tCTdependent World. The pamphlet is no. 16 of the WORLD GOODWILL COM-

• senes. Theseriesisavailableuponrequest. Write: World Goodwill, 8F
United Nations Plaza, Suite 566-7, New York, New York 10017-1888

^ recently written a 15 page pamphlet entitled, NAMIBIAN 
LIBERATION: Self-Determination. Law and Politics. This succinct analysis of 
the Namibian situation is avBilJble for $1.00 from Episcopal Churchmen for South 
Africa, room 1005, 853 Broadway, New York, NY 10003

1982)
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History/Geography
Books Received

Anthropology/Sociology/Rellgioii

THE FUTURE OF PASTORAL PEOPLES;Proceedings of a Conference held 
in Nairobi. Kenya, August 4S, 1980. John Galaty, Dan Aronson, PhUip C. Salzman 
eds. (International Research Centre, 1981) 396 pp. paperback, n.p.

GLOBAL DIMENSIONS OF THE AFRICAN DIASPORA. Joseph E. Harris ed 
(Howard University Press, 1983) 419 pp. hardcover, $19.95.

POPULIE CULTURE: Note per una R icera Etnologica sul Campo. Achille Da 
Ros. (EMI, 1982) 220 pp. paperback, n.p.

TRj^ERS WITHOUT TRADE: Responses to Change in Two Dyula Communities. 
Robert Launay. (Cambridge University Press, 1983) 188 pp. hardcover, $34.50.

TT^SFORMATION AND RESILIENCY IN AFRICA. Pearl Robinson and Elliot 
Skinner. (Howard University Press, 1983) 277 pp. hardcover, $14.95.

VITA QUOTDIANA DI UN VILLAGGIO BAOIHi DELA COSTA D’AVORIO 
Vincent Guerry. (EMI, 1983) 127 pp. paperback, n.p.

•AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA 1982-83. (Europa Publicatiois, 1982) 1 399 
pp. hardcover, $120.00.

t

AFTER AFRICA: Extracts from British Travel Accounts of the Seventeenth, 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries Concerning the Slaves, Their Manners, and 
Customs in the British West Indies. Roger Abrahams and John Szwed (Yale 
Umversity Press, 1983) 443 w>. paperback, n.p.

ALPHAb6tIS^ON ET GESnON DES GROUPMENTS VILLAGEOIS EN 
AraQUE SAHiXIENNE. B. Belloncle, P. Easton, P. Dboudo, and P. Sene. (Kar- 
thala, 1982) 269 pp. paperback, 68F.

iWILC^ CABRAL; Revolutionary leadership and people’s war. Patrick Chabal. 
(Cambridge University Press, 1983) 272 pp. hardcover ^.50, paper $12.95.

CITY OF BLOOD REVISITED. Robert Home. (Re* CoUings, Ltd., 1982 ) 141 pp. 
hardcover, $17.50.

THE CROSS BETWEEN RHODESIA AND ZIMBABWE: Racial Conflict in 
Rhodesiirri9S2 1979. Dickson A. Mungazi. (Vantage Press, Inc., 1981) 338 pp. hard
cover, $14.95.

L’AFRIQUE NOIRE DANS LES RELATIONS INTERNATIONALES AU XVI 
SIECLE: Analyse de la Crise Entre le Maroc et leSonrhai. Zakari Dramani- 
Issifow. (Karthala, 1982) 257 pp. paperback, lOOFF.

MY <X)MMAND: An Account of the Nigerian Civil War 1987-70. General Olusegim 
Obasanjo. (Heinemann, 1981) 178 pp. paperback, $5.00.

EdncaUon

•TOE .HILD AND HIS ENVIRONMENT IN BLACK AFRICA: An Essay on 
Traditional Education. Pierre Ekiiy. (Oxfwd University Press, 1981) 230 pp. hard-

LmRARIES IN WEST AF|riCA: A Bibliography. Helen Davis' (Shoe String 
Press, 1982) 170 pp. paperback, $31.00.

Economics/Development

Literature

Soyinka. (Random House, 1981) 230 jgi.hartl- 

•' I
° ^fi-ican Prison. Hugh Lewin. (Heinemann, 

1981) 229 pp. paperbadi, $5.50.

•DEVIL ON THE CROSS. Ngugi wa Thiong’o. (Heinemann, 1982) 254 pp. paper
back $6.00; hardcover $21.00. '

EARLY NIGErAn LITERATURE. Bemth Lindfors. (Africana Publishing Com
pany, 1982) 198 pp. hardcover $32.50.

•I WILL MARRY WHEN I WANT. Ngugi wa Thkng'o and Ngugi Mirii 
(Heinemann, 1982) 122 pp. paperback, $5.50.
4rti Qu«rl«T. 1982

•MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS IN THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF 
KENYA. Stephen Langdon. (St. Martin’s Press, 1981) 229 pp. hardcover, $27.50.

NATURAL RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT IN ARID REGIONS. Enrique 
Lopez and Robert Anderson, eds. (Westview Press, 1983) 362 pp. hardcover, $26.50.

PROLETARIANIZA’nON AND CLASS STRU<3GLE IN AFRICA. Bernard 
Magubane and Nzongola Ntalaza. (Synthesis Publications, 1983) 185 pp.paper-

THE SAHARA: Ecological Change and Early Economic History. J.A. Allan, ed. 
(Westview Press, 1983) 145 pp. paperback, $13.50.

URBANIZA’nON IN KENYA: A Bottom-up Approach to Development Plann
ing. R.A. Obudho. (University Press of America, 1983) 400 pp. paperback, n.p.
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INDEX»
AFRICA TODAY VOLUME 29, 1982NIGERIAN KALEIDOSCOPE: Memoirs of a Colonial Servant. Sir Rex Niven. 

(Shoe String Press, 1983) 278 pp. hardcover, $25.00.

ROBBEN ISLAND: Ten Years as a Political Prisoner in South Africa's Most 
Notorious Penitentiary. Indres Naidoo. (Random House, 19K) 278 pp. paperback, 
$6.95.

TOUCHED BY AFRICA. Ned Munger. (Hie Castle Press, 1983) 408 pp. hardcover, 
$14.00.

f
TWO PLAYS: The Agony of a Child: African Culture, Philosophies, and Proverbs 
in Perspective; African Homestead — A Cat-and-Dog Marriage. Alexander 
Chamberlain Kemjiritoo Nnwere. (Vantage Press, 1983) 59 pp. haitJcover, $6.95.

WRONG ONES IN THE DOCK, T.M. Aluko. (Heinmann, 1982) 186 pp. paper
back, $5.50.

A .........................Article
...............Book Review
.......... Review Article

. ..................... Letter to the Editors
(location indicated by issue A page numbers.)

SUBJECT INDEX

Apartheid
in Attacking Racism in South Africa"

"Education and Indigenous Colonialism" 1-53 
(BR)
"Invaluable Resources 
South Africa" 4-35 (BR)
"The Political Economy of Repression and 
Reform in South Africa” 3-5 (A)
Arnaments
"CorrespoiKlent’s Report: The Other War in the 

South AtlanUc" 3A3 (A)
“The PoliUcal Ek»nomy of Repreaaion and 
Reform in South Africa” 3.5^) 

of Foreign Art
“Cameroonian Crafla" 4.M <BR)

BR.
RA..
L..

on African Politics in

o Africa, General
"African Christianity in the Transition to In
dependence" 1-S7 (BR)
"AnoUier Scramhie - for Africa's Minerals?" MO 
(BR)
"aouded CrysUI Balls" 2-53 (BR)
"Exploring the C^dtural Determuu 
Policy" 1.49 (BR)
“The Homeless of Africa" 2-5 (A)
“The Hoover InstituUon Archives" 4Ae (BR) 
"Insightful Marxist Analysis: Dunayevskaya's 
PerspecUves on Africa " 4-2S (BR)
"Radicalism and Africa: Is Explanation 
Enough?" Ml (BR)
African National Congress (S A )

f

Benia
"EvaluaUng Achievements and Failures of 
African Staten" «3 (BR)
Berbers
"The Algerian People and RevoluUon" 1-55 (BR) 
Bibliography

"Vi^ from the Diaspora: African Dependency "A Guide to Soviet Uterature on the Horn" 2-71 
Analyied" 1-45 (BR)
"Invaluable Resources on African Politics in 
South Africa" 4-35 (BR)
AgricuHare
“The End of Slavery in East Africa" 4-61 (BR)
"The Nigerian Economy Since the Great Oil Price 
Increases of 1973-74" 3-33 (A)
"The Political Economy of Repression/ind 
Reform in South Africa” 3-5 (A) “
Ahidjo. Abmadou

“Cameroonian Politics: Scholarship and Par
tisanship" 4-55 (BR)
Algeria
"The Algerian People and RevoluUon" 1-55 (BR)
“Evaluating AchievemenU and FaUures of 
African Slates" 4-53 (BR)
Angola
“Breaking the Namibia Impasse" 1-21 (A)
"Correspondent's Report: The OUier War in the 
SouUi AUanUc" 3-43 (A)
"Demythologizing Ule Role of Minerals in Great 
Power Conflict in Africa" 3-47 (BR)
"The Homeless of Africa" 2-5 (A)
"A Survey and Preview of Southern African 
PoliUcs" 2-59 (BR)

(BR)
"PerspecUves on LesoUw" 3-53 (BR)
Black Cooscioataess
"The PoUUcal Economy of Repression and 
Reform in SouUi Africa" 35 (A)
BoUwmsa
"Education and Indigenous Uql^djUism” i-S3 
(BR)

Letters to the Editors

The EiUtors. Africa Today:
BvnuMli
"The Homeless o( Africa” 2-5 (A)I appreciated Sylvester Cohen’s methodic review of my book Southern Africa 

Since the Portuguese Coup in Vol. 29 no. 2 and his concluding remark that more 
works of this quality on Southern African developments would be Welcome. His 
comment about my personal conclusions is well-taken. I did not want to commit 
even by implicaUon my contributors and I’m glad that my intenUon was so 
apparent.

His question about constructive criticism and regional stabUity continues 
to perplex me. Of course, I have written about it since the start of the Reagan 
Administration — in Africa Report, Orbis, and in the Johannesburg-published 
South Africa International — arguing that a swift and unequivocal South African 
acceptance of Namibian independence should have been a prerequisite to con
structive engagement. Crocker did not take that line and instead (as the leaked 
minutes of his April 1981 Pretoria meeting with Pik Botha and Magnus ;«alan 
clearly show) offered no refutation even in private to SAG statements of their 
regional goals. As for the end of white regional hegemony, I did not foresee in 
turn the birth of black regional hegemony. Some overlapping and competition 
between SADCC and SA-backed economic institutions in the region is inevitable 
and acceptable, i/the SAG can be made to forsake its destabilization policies. 
Of course, the thrust of constructive engagement should be within the Republic. 
This Administration has done very little to help build black unions and educa
tion, but I beUeve the November 1982 report on black education b/the Wolpe 
subcommittee provides a useful framework for such aid.

Canerooa
"Camenxxiian Cnrfto" 4-64 (BR)
"Camenxxiian Politics: Scholarship and Par
tisanship" 4-55 (BR)
“The Homeless of Africa" 2-5 (A)
"Two Francophone Novels of the Post- 
Independence Era" 370 (BR)
Canada
"Breaking the Namibia Impasse" 1-21 (A) 
"Canadian Policy Towards South Africa" 1-3 (A) 
CapUaUsm
“Evaluating AchievemenU and FaUures of

■ African SUtes" 4-53 (BR) •
"Radicalism and Africa: Is Explanation 
Enough?" MI (BR)
“Views from the Diaspora: African Dependency 
Analyzed” 1-45 (BR)

■Censonlilp
■ “TheFteePreBs-FairPressDel>ate”36S(BR) 

Chad
"The Homeless of Africa" 2-5 (A)

Christianity
"African Christianity in the TransiUon to In
dependence" 1-57 (BR)
"Exploring Uie Cultural DeterminanU of Foreign 
Policy " 1-49 (BR)
“The Namibian Struggle as seen hy the Churches 
and SWAPO" 1-37 (BR)

t'The Changing Society of the Nyakyusa" 1-63 
' (BR)

"Creoles in SieiTa Leone: Power and Culture" 1-61
(BR)
"The Gaba: Sound, but Static, Ethnography" 4« 
(BRi
"The Music of the Shona of Zimbabwe" (BR) 
“Nubian Culture Before the Dam" 3« (BR) 
"Southwest Sudan; Historical Questions” 344 
(BR)

• '"Theoretical Approaches to African Ethnology" 
140 (BR)

i

John Seiler 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

4ihQuaner. 1982
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Ckardi ud 8tal«
"African OirisUanity in the Transitioii to In
dependence" 1-S7 (BR)
"The Namibian Stniggle as seen by the Qwrcfaea 
and SWAPO" 1-37 (BR)
Oats Slnctare
"On Class, Paradigm and African PoUUcs" 2-41
(A)
"Relating CUnes and Politics: The Contributioos 
of Joel Samoff to the Study of Africa" 3-31 (RA) 
CotooUlism
"Cameroonian Politics: Scholarship and Par
tisanship" 4-53 (BR)
"Education and Indigenous Colonialism" t-S3 
(BR)
"TheN 
and SWAPO" 1-37 (BR)
"Correspondenfs Report: Tlie Return of the 
Ugly American" 4-17 (A)
Commonicatlofis
"The Free Press - Fair Press Debate" 3« (BR) 
Congo (Brazzaville)
"Evaluating Achievements and Failures of 
African States" 4^ (BR)
"A Survey of the Econocnic 
African SUtes" 2-63 (BR)
Creoles
"Creoles in Sierra Leone; Power and Culture” 1-61 
(BR)
"Ethnicity and PoliUcal Cohesion" 4-49 (BR) 
Cuba
"Breaking the Namibia Impasse" 1-21 (A)
"A Survey and Preview of Southern African 
PoUUcs" 2-59 (BR)
Cultural Boycott
"The Cultural Boycott of South Africa" 4-37 (A) 
Cuhare
"Cameroonian Crafts" 4-64 (BR)
"Exploring the Cultural D 
Policy" 1-49 (BR)
"Nubian Culture Before the Dam" 3-63 (BR) 
'The Music of the Shona of Zimbabwe" 4«3 (BR) 
"TheoreUcal Approaches to African Ethnology" 
1-60 (BR)

"Views from the Diaspora; African Dependence 
Analyxed" 1-45 (BR)
DJibeati
"A Guide to Soviet Uterature on the Horn" 2-71 
(BR)

ient’s Report: Peace Returns to 'The Music of the Sbona of Zimfaebwe" 463 (BR) 
'Tbe Namibian Stn«gle 
and SWAPO" l-S7 (BR)
"Perspeetivet on Lesotho" 363 (BR)
"The Saharan War: A IlMrougb Analysis" 3-59 
(BR)
"Southwest Sudan: Historical Questions" 364 
(BR)
"Theoretical Approaches to African Ethnology" 
160 (BR)
"Western Imperialism in the 1930s" 269 (BR)
Herses
"Kingdoms and Horsea in West Africa" 463 (BR)
Hamaa Rights
"Breakiiig the Namibia Impaaae" 1-21 (A)

Aamara" ^73 (A)
"Western Imperialism in the 193Qb" 269 (BR)
Ftbaulsgy
"Theoretical Approaches to African Ethnology" 
160 (BR)
"Ethnidty and PolHical Cobeaion" 669 (BR) 
Family Ufe 
"Per 
Ferel^ Policy
"Canadian Piiicy Towards South Africa"l6 (A) 
"Breaking the Namibia Impasse" 1-21 (A)
"The Political Economy of Repression and 
Reform in South Africa" 8-5 (A)
"A Survey and Preview of Southern African 
PoUUcs" »69 (BR)
‘Tanzania's Foreign PoUcy: The First Decade" 
1-52 (BR)

aaseenbytheCSwrches

ECA (Ecoaomk O far Afrlea)
‘The Homeless of Africa" 36 (A)
Ecotogy
"The Malagasy Republic: A Microcosm of a 
Planet in Ecological Crisis" 367 (BR) 
Ecuaomici

tives on Lesotho" 363 (BR)

f(r Africa’s Miurals?" 360
(BR)

2-S3 (BR)
Ihe Role o( Mloerali in Grett 

Power Conflict Ui Africa" l-c (BR)
"Education and Indifenout Col 
(BR)
"The End of Slavery Ui East Africa" Ml (BR) 
"Esaayt on Niferian PoUlical Economy" 4-47

Struggle aa aeon by the Churches

1" 1-53 ICVA (la 
Ageadet) 
“The Haro

■Uanal CanneU sf ValnaUry

of Africa" M (A)Prance
“The Algerian People aod RevohiUon" 1-5S (BR) 
"BreaUng the NamibUi hnptme" 1-21 (A)

Politica: Schotarahlp aod Par-
(BR) “Western Imperialiiro m the IgSOa" 2-49 (BR) 

lavcstmeal
"Canadian PoUcy Towards South Africa" M (A) 
‘The PoUtical Economy (g Repression aod 
Reform Ui South Africa" 2-s (A)
"TheS
Islam
“Exploring Uie CulUnl DelermUiantt of Foreign 
PoUcy" 1-a (BR)
“Nubian Culture Before Uie Dam” 2« (BR)
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